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I. Introduction 
The impacts of humanitarian crises, whether human induced, environmental or a combination of the 
two, can be diverse, complex and often catastrophic on the lives of affected populations. They include 
the physical, visible impacts such as forced displacement or mass migration; damage to housing and 
public infrastructure, injury and death. They also include the less visible impacts such as increasing or 
creating social tensions, particularly following the influx of crisis affected populations to a given area; 
infringements of the human rights of affected individuals, and the marginalization of or discrimination 
against population groups, such as internally displaced persons. The unseen dimensions can predate 
and be exacerbated by humanitarian crises and may even have contributed in some way.  

Whereas humanitarian assistance is principally intended to save lives and respond to immediate 
needs, in the absence of comprehensive support to address the multiple impacts, both physical and 
less visible, as well as the underlying factors that caused or maintain humanitarian crisis situations, 
populations risk remaining in situations of protracted vulnerability or backsliding into crisis.  

In conditions of crisis, the first step in establishing foundations for recovery and development, to 
address deep seated underlying causes of vulnerability, are often Community Stabilization (CS) 
programmes.  

IOM’s CS programmes recognize the importance of rebuilding housing, infrastructure, restoring 
services and livelihoods and indeed such activities are central to CS programmes. However, IOM 
considers Community Stabilization as a process and not just a physical product or set of products.  This 
process includes creating the conditions for communities to co-exist peacefully, resolve tensions 
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through non-violent means, restore trust in local leadership and regain the agency, within crisis 
affected groups to drive recovery processes over time.   

In the context of global commitments to strengthen the Humanitarian Development Peace nexus 
(HDPN), IOM’s CS programmes, working in displacement or migration crisis contexts, are predicated 
on the principle that the nexus is a distinct phase between the different phases of a crisis, providing, 
on one hand a step out of dependence on humanitarian aid and acute vulnerability; on the other, 
laying foundations for long term recovery and progress towards solving displacement situations.  
IOM’s CS programmes can play a key contribution to strengthening the nexus, providing an 
incremental step between humanitarian assistance and longer-term recovery.     

Progress away from crisis, towards solutions to displacement and the establishment of resilient 
communities is often non-linear.  In a given displacement or migration context progress in some 
domains, such as restored livelihoods, improved housing or access to services can be undermined or 
reversed by unforeseen events or trends, such as recurrent environmental shocks, emergent conflicts, 
disease outbreak or unresolved grievances resulting in violence.  The CS approach can build resilience 
to these shocks and maintain communities on a path towards sustainable recovery and solutions to 
displacement.  

IOM’s Migration Crisis Operating Framework (MCOF) is the institution’s analytical, programming and 
coordination tool for preparing for, responding to and facilitating transition out of crisis. IOM’s CS 
approach, including its methodologies, core principles and outcomes has a key role to play in the 
overarching framework of the MCOF, by building resilience in crisis affected or fragile communities to 
destabilizing factors, whether environmental or human induced.   

For those displaced across international borders, IOM’s CS approach can be effective in addressing the 
‘adverse drivers and structural causes’ that compel people to migrate, as prioritized in the Global 
Compact for Migration (GCM, Objective 2, 2018).  Whilst the GCM is specific to international migrants, 
the principles, including objective 2, are also applicable to internally displaced persons as well as rural-
urban migrants.     

The CS approach, which can begin during a humanitarian response, may not provide or be the solution 
to the mobility dimensions of crisis, but rather an incremental step in that direction.  IOM refers to 
this distinct phase as the ‘missing middle’.  
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(IOM’s Transition and Recovery Division’s Missing Middle (draft version)) 

The Operational Guide: Community Stabilization Programmes and Approaches is intended to provide 
primarily field level guidance, standards and principles to IOM missions, regional offices and 
headquarters on developing and implementing Community Stabilization (CS) programmes in areas 
impacted by displacement and crises related migration. A secondary objective is to assist IOM staff to 
understand how CS programming fits within IOM’s mandate and relates to other types of 
programming and initiatives, through the application of the CS approach. The CS Operational Guide 
note complements other institutional documents, such as the project handbook, referenced 
throughout. 

Recognizing the importance of retaining innovation and adaptability within IOM missions to specific 
contexts, this operational guide is not intended to be prescriptive or provide a ‘blueprint’ for CS 
programmes but rather focus on core principles, practical recommendations, examples and lessons 
learned from different programming models and activities that can shape and sharpen thinking on the 
ground.   

Furthermore, a wide range of programmes focused on post or pre-crisis early recovery interventions 
can be assigned a Community Stabilization (CS) project code without necessarily conforming to all the 
principles and approaches presented in this operational guide.  Projects assigned a CS project code 
can also include humanitarian components.   

The operational guide begins with an overview of the migration, displacement and Community 
Stabilization context; how IOM defines stabilization and the Community Stabilization approach; the 
rationale for intervention, when it is used and the core principles underscoring the approach.     

The remaining sections of the document presented as annexes 1-7, are intended to serve as a 
reference point for specific areas of CS programming, including:  Practical Recommendations for 
developing CS Programmes; sample activities and indicators; links with global and IOM frameworks 
and processes; typical donors and partners for CS programmes; a description of IOM’s approach to 
beneficiaries of CS programmes; and assessment methodologies appropriate for CS programmes. 

CS Programming and CS Approaches  

Throughout the document, reference is made to both CS programming and CS approaches.   The 
former refers to IOM programmes specifically intended to improve levels of the stability (defined 
below) in displacement affected or fragile contexts.   The latter concerns the contribution of CS 
principles, methodologies and rationale to improving stability, at community levels, across a range of 
IOM programmes including humanitarian assistance, Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR), peacebuilding, 
early recovery, return, resettlement, reintegration and local integration of displaced and migrant 
groups.  

In the context of humanitarian, UN reforms and broader global discourse, there is a growing emphasis 
on integrating efforts and contributing to collective outcomes, including between humanitarian, 
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peacebuilding and development partners1.  As such, the operational guide argues that the application 
of CS approaches to the broad array of IOM’s interventions in crisis and fragile contexts can be 
transformative in its contribution to this, and the overall global commitment to ‘ending humanitarian 
needs’2.  

In support of this, the operational guide begins with a detailed overview of definitions referenced 
throughout the document.  It is important to establish unified definitions of what is being described 
in order to elucidate, within the broad array of concepts and approaches in crisis and transitional 
contexts the unique and transformative role that the CS approach can provide. 

The operational guide is the product of collective efforts from the Transition and Recovery thematic 
experts in Geneva, Regional Thematic Experts in IOM Regional Offices and programme managers of 
CS programmes in country missions.   

 
1 As part of the Commitments into Action series, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
has released a Guidance note, addressing some key principles of humanitarian-development coherence and 
proposing concrete ways to increase coherence in donor approaches to better address risks and vulnerability in 
a given protracted crisis context. To access the document please click here. 
2 For more information on the 4th core responsibility of the Agenda for Humanity, Change people’s lives: from 
delivering aid to ending need, please click here. 
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II. Definitions 

A range of terms and concepts and accompanying definitions are provided below.  Whilst not all of 
the below concepts have a universally standardised or accepted definition, they are presented as they 
relate to CS programmes or approaches and are consistent with the IOM Glossary on Migration3. 

Community: Predominantly, populations living in a geographically defined area, such as a ward, urban 
municipality, village or in some cases district. Community can also refer to a group of people who 
share a common interest or affiliation who are not necessarily geographically clustered. 

Community Stabilization (CS) Approach: IOM’s Community Stabilization approach comprises 
locally-driven, development-principled programming in crisis, transitional, or fragile contexts, which 
aim to prevent, mitigate and reduce the drivers and negative effects of displacement, irregular and 
return migration related to natural and/or human-made crises. IOM works with governments, 
stakeholders and individuals to promote stability at the local level as a step out of crisis or fragility, 
paving the way for more sustainable development approaches. 

Conflict Sensitivity: Conflict sensitivity is a commitment to understanding the contexts in which IOM 
and others operate and specifically how our presence and actions interact with the context to create 
negative (i.e. divisive) or positive (i.e. connective) impacts on individuals, and conflict dynamics within 
and between social groups.  

Crisis: The circumstances experienced when natural or human induced, rapid or slow onset, shocks 
(e.g. armed conflict, state failure, a tsunami or earthquake) exceed the capacity of a community, 
country or region to cope, resulting in a direct threat to the lives, safety and security of affected 
populations.  Given IOM’s organizational focus on human mobility, and in the case of community 
stabilization, the mobility dimensions of crisis, this operational guide refers to individuals that have 
left their homes to escape human induced or environmental crises including those that were forced 
to leave their homes but remained in their country of origin or those that migrated further across 
international borders; hereinafter migration and displacement crises.   Given the importance of 
‘whole of community approaches’ to the Community Stabilization concept, populations impacted by 
migration and displacement crises can include both mobile populations and host communities.     

Development Assistance: Government aid designed to promote the economic development and 
welfare of developing countries. Loans and credits for military purposes are excluded. Aid may be 
provided bilaterally, from donor to recipient, or channelled through a multilateral development 
agency such as the United Nations or the World Bank. Aid includes grants, "soft" loans (where the 
grant element is at least 25% of the total) and the provision of technical assistance4.  

Develop assistance is defined in this operational guide as being distinct from stabilization approaches 
based on the former’s predominant focus on long term programmes, typically led by governments 
and through government budget systems, and the latter’s on addressing different dimensions of 
instability in crisis affected or fragile contexts, often where government has very limited or even non-

 
3 https://www.iom.int/glossary-migration-2019 
4 This definition was given by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). To access 
the full explanation on the Official development assistance (ODA), please click here. 
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existent capacities, both as a foundation and pre-requisite for development assistance, noting 
significant crossover between the two.  

Disaster: A serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society at any scale due to 
hazardous events interacting with conditions of exposure, vulnerability and capacity, leading to one 
or more of the following: human, material, economic and environmental losses and impacts.”5  

Fragility:  The combination of exposure to risk and insufficient coping capacity of the state, system 
and/or communities to manage, absorb or mitigate those risks. Fragility can lead to negative outcomes 
including violence, the breakdown of institutions, displacement, humanitarian crises or other 
emergencies.6 

Recovery: The restoring or improving of livelihoods and health, as well as economic, physical, social, 
cultural and environmental assets, systems and activities, of a disaster-affected community or society, 
aligning with the principles of sustainable development and “build back better”, to avoid or reduce 
future disaster risk7. 

Recovery or ‘Early Recovery’ is defined in this operational guide as being distinct from stabilization 
approaches based on the former’s predominant focus on the material, economic and infrastructural 
conditions needed to transition out of humanitarian crises and the latter’s emphasis on the 
normalization of social and political conditions required to prevent areas from backsliding into crisis.   

As such, recovery places greater emphasis on the deliverables required to enable recovery (from 
crisis), such as services or livelihoods, and stabilization gives greater emphasis to the process required 
to produce the deliverables, such as civic dialogue and participation, in addition to the deliverables 
themselves.  In reality, both stabilization and recovery contain elements of both, and the absence of 
elements from either can undermine opportunities for transition away from humanitarian crises.  The 
difference, therefore, is simply one of emphasis, which will be further elaborated in subsequent 
sections.     

Resilience: The capacity of a community to withstand the impact of, respond to and recover from 
shocks and stresses, including, inter alia, political, social, environmental, physical and financial. 

Social Cohesion: While there is no one universal definition, social cohesion is usually associated with 
such notions as solidarity, togetherness, tolerance and harmonious co-existence, and refers to a social 
order in a specific society or community based on a common vision and a sense of belonging for all 
communities; where the diversity of people’s different backgrounds and circumstances are 
appreciated and positively valued; those from different backgrounds have similar life opportunities; 
and strong and positive relationships are being developed between people from different 
backgrounds in the workplace, in schools and within neighbourhoods.8 In fragile contexts, the level of 
social cohesion is also equated with capacity to co-exist peacefully and resolve conflicts without 
resorting to violence.  Social cohesion can be restored within a socio-economic or ethnically defined 

 
5 According to the 2009 UNISDR Terminology on Disaster Risk Reduction.  
6 To learn more on the definition and on the critical challenge posed by fragility in achieving the 2030 Agenda, 
sustainable development and peace, access the OECD “States of Fragility 2018” Report. 
7 According to the 2009 UNISDR Terminology on Disaster Risk Reduction. 
8 Please refer to the IOM Glossary 2018. 
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groups, or across different groups, sometimes referred to as bonded (intra-group) and  bounded (inter-
group).  The concept of (strengthening) social cohesion is central to the CS approach and programmes. 

Stabilization: Stabilization is the process of creating the conditions for the re-establishment of normal 
social, economic and political life, by contributing to restoration of basic rights and security, and by 
promoting social cohesion, functioning, legitimate state governance, non-violent political processes, 
effective social policy, livelihoods and service delivery. Stabilization is a process of fragile, conflict or 
crisis affected contexts becoming more stable, particularly through addressing factors, relations, 
dynamics, or groups that could contribute to the re-emergence of crises or impede opportunities for 
sustainable recovery. 

Vulnerability: The conditions determined by physical, social, economic and environmental factors or 
processes which increase the susceptibility of an individual, a community, assets or systems to the 
impacts of hazards. 9 

  

 
9 According to the 2009 UNISDR Terminology on Disaster Risk Reduction. 
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III. Migration, Displacement and Community 
Stabilization Contexts 

By the end of 2018, the effects of armed conflict, violent insurgencies and environmental shocks have 
driven more than 60 million individuals, globally, to leave their homes, fleeing crisis situations in search 
of safety, security and survival. Millions more live in countries or regions that are considered fragile, 
where triggers can quickly turn risks into widespread crisis and institutions, communities and 
individuals lack the capacity to cope. 

Migration and displacement crises can have a catastrophic and immediate impact on the lives, safety 
and security of communities, dislocating populations from their homes, their assets, livelihoods and 
social networks on which they depend to survive.  Responding to time-critical needs in the initial phase 
of a response remains a priority and humanitarian imperative.  

However, transitioning out of the immediate, emergency phase of migration and displacement crises 
typically reveals deeper, more complex and lasting impacts on the stability of affected areas.  Although 
the character and severity of this impact on stability can differ significantly between respective 
countries and contexts and is significantly influenced by pre-existing levels of fragility, migration and 
displacement crises can weaken or eradicate the social, physical, political, cultural, economic and 
security structures and systems required for societies and communities to function.  The instability 
that this creates can result in populations either backsliding into crisis situations (whether 
characterised by resurgent conflict or violence, displacement, or exposure to hazards) or failing to 
embark on sustainable recovery pathways. 

Whilst the stability dimensions of migration and displacement crises vary widely between different 
contexts, some common characteristics may include, inter alia:  

 Increased pressure on basic services creating new or exacerbating pre-existing resource-based 
conflicts between different groups; 

 The influx of populations to a given area and protracted displacement leading to tensions and 
disputes over land and property; 

 Changes in the socio-economic or ethnic demographic profile of displacement affected, in turn 
impacting on power structures; 

 Reduced capacity of local government to provide services resulting in low levels of confidence 
in the authorities and opening the space for militia, violent extremist or criminal groups to 
establish themselves; or driving irregular outward migration 

 Insecurity around the crisis affected areas restricting access and freedom of movement, 
gradually contracting the local economy, leading to high levels of unemployment and 
populations resorting to negative coping mechanisms, such as irregular migration.  

Scenarios such as those described above, or others, can weaken the social, physical, governance and 
security architecture of affected areas, rendering communities unstable, impeding opportunities to 
recover sustainably and increasing the likelihood of resurgence of crisis and insecurity in future.  
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Stabilization contexts however, are not limited to those recovering from crises.  In some areas, a 
complex array of negative influences such as marginalization of one group over another, 
authoritarianism or severe economic stress can render a country and its communities in a protracted 
state of fragility.  Such contexts could deteriorate into migration and displacement crises in the 
absence of pre-emptive support to improve stability and are therefore an important pre-crisis 
stabilization context in which IOM works.   

How does IOM define Stabilization and Community Stabilization (CS)?  

In response to migration and displacement crises and fragility, stabilization is the process of creating 
the conditions for the establishment of functioning, non-violent social, economic and political life, by 
contributing to restoring basic rights and security; empowering marginalized individuals or groups; 
and by promoting social cohesion, functioning, legitimate state governance, non-violent political 
processes, effective social policy, livelihoods and service delivery.10   

The principle of stabilization is based on the premise that destabilizing factors (such as land disputes, 
marginalization, competition of resources), if left unaddressed, can result in populations backsliding 
into crisis situations or remaining trapped in a cycle of acute vulnerability.  

‘’Community Stabilization’’ is a term used to describe a set of multi-sectoral, interrelated, 
development-oriented11 interventions implemented at community levels in areas adversely affected 
by migration and displacement crises. 

The rationale for the Community Stabilization approach is based on the need to address different 
dimensions of instability to mitigate the likelihood of (re)emergent crises, further displacement or 
outward migration and/or to lay foundations conducive to long term development and resilience to 
destabilizing influences in the future. 

What are the overarching aims of IOM’s Community Stabilization approach? 

To stabilize 

The primary aim of CS programmes is to establish processes of positive change, at social, economic 
and infrastructural levels, to reduce the risk of communities impacted by crises or fragility from 
regressing into or remaining in crisis situations.  Communities impacted by crisis or fragility often 
retain human, social or environmental vulnerabilities that can lead to resurgent or emergent crises 
and associated humanitarian needs.  CS programmes strengthen resilience to these vulnerabilities or 
destabilizing influences.   

   

 
10 This is the IOM definition of stabilization which encompasses a large area of work. Note that there are different 
definitions from different actors, some of which can be quite political or security-centric. Depending on the 
context and sensitivities of partners, other terms can be used to denote the same aims and approach. 
11 Development-oriented refers to CS’s use of a number of key aspects of traditional development aid 
programming, namely; a medium to long-term outlook and timeline for achieving objectives, identifying and 
working to address underlying structural drivers and prioritizing working through/in partnership with 
government and local actors whenever possible. 
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The CS approach will not always be able to prevent disasters from occurring.  Some countries will 
always be prone to environmental hazards.  However, CS approaches, including through disaster risk 
reduction (DRR) programmes can improve the capacity of communities to withstand their impact.  

To lay foundations for recovery and development 

A second but no less important aim of the CS approach is to lay foundations for longer term 
development and provide a transitional bridge between humanitarian action and development 
assistance.  Consequently, Community Stabilization programmes are sometimes referred to, in IOM 
as addressing ‘the missing middle’12.  

Humanitarian assistance can be effective in responding to the immediate needs of crisis affected 
individuals but is not intended to address drivers of instability nor be sustained over the medium and 
long-term in situations of protracted crisis. The principles of humanitarian action, whilst also applying 
methodologies to avoid activities destabilizing communities or exacerbating tensions13,  principally 
focus on taking responsive action to address immediate threats to the safety of populations most 
effected, rather than tackling the structural and contextual dynamics that can contribute to instability.  
Further, Humanitarian action primarily targets the most vulnerable populations and their needs, 
whereas CS approaches focus on a broader array of stakeholders, including those with capacities to 
have a transformative impact in unstable contexts.  

On the other hand, fragile or unstable contexts or those transiting out of the emergency phase, 
whether from social, economic, infrastructural or security perspectives, may be unable to absorb and 
benefit from traditional development assistance14.  Dividends from peace or development processes 
may also be too slow in reaching communities that have been most affected by crisis. By showing 
immediate results through CS efforts, marginalized communities are encouraged to continue to 
participate positively in peace or recovery processes rather than reverting to negative coping 
mechanisms or violence. For example, in cases where the risks of conflict re-emerging remain too high, 
government institutions too weak or nascent and the overall environment not conducive to long term 
investments, CS programmes can provide the first modalities of support to elevate a community to a 
point where they can participate in and benefit from development programmes.  
 
Community stabilization, therefore, works in unstable contexts to bridge the gap between 
humanitarian and development assistance through adaptive, flexible and rapid interventions. 

 

 

 
12 For more information on the missing middle concept, refer to the section on linkages between stabilization 
and the Humanitarian Development Peace Nexus. 
13 ANDERSON, Mary B. Do no Harm. How Aid Can Support Peace - or War. Boulder, Lynne Rienner Publishers, 
1999, IX-160p.) 

14 Development Assistance is typically provided to governments, as bilateral grants or loans, or two third parties 
such as the United Nations, with a view to achieving long term poverty reduction, economic development or 
infrastructural goals.  In unstable contexts, conditions may not be conducive for projects with a long-term focus 
and / or where the capacity of governments to implement development projects is constrained or absent.  
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Project Example 1 
 
Strengthening Intercommunal Dialogue and Non-Violent Conflict Resolution in Ouham 

Pende, Central African Republic 
 
In response to high levels of localized violence in conflict and displacement affected communities of CAR, IOM 
developed and implemented a community stabilization project with the objective of strengthening the capacities of 
communities to prevent and mitigate intercommunal conflict. Focusing primarily in Bangui and Boda, the project aimed 
to:  
 
1. Strengthen capacities of Local Committees (LC), Community Leaders, Civil Society and local authorities 
to respond pro-actively and pre-emptively to emergent conflicts through coordinated / holistic approaches. 
2. Reduce violence and tensions as well as strengthen social cohesion at community levels through so-called 
‘peace dividend’ projects. This approach brought community members together to define priorities that would 
benefit the all community members, based on a planning process led by the LC and local authorities.  IOM’s Peace 
dividend projects were based on the assumption that bringing communities together to identify common goals 
and needs, combined with improving access to services and public infrastructure, such as clean water and 
recreational spaces, would strengthen capacities for peaceful co-existence through creating the space for civic 
dialogue and improving overall living conditions for the benefit of all.  Peace Dividend projects were awarded 
based on the following clearly defined criteria: a) Benefit to the entirety of the community,   b) Demonstrates 
clearly how neighbouring communities are being included c) Not intended to benefit one group economically over 
another d) Not having a negative environmental impact and e) Clearly demonstrates how women will participate 
in the implementation. 
3. Establishing and reinforcing an early alert network between the communities. This component is directly 
linked with the first two. In order to share security related information between the communities, sufficient 
trust has to be built between the communities to allow the prevention of conflict through 
information sharing. 
 
For more information about the project, click here to access the PIU page (IOM internal access 
only). 

 

Why a community-based approach? 

Whilst definitions of “community” vary broadly, in most cases for IOM’s CS approach, the term refers 
to populations living in a geographically defined area, such as a ward, municipality, village or in some 
cases, district. The community can be in a rural, urban or peri-urban situation. In a majority of cases, 
community stabilization applies an area-based approach, although in some cases communities can be 
considered to be a group of people with a common identifying factor (e.g. ethnicity, political 
orientation, religion) across a country or region that are targeted by the intervention. 

Within IOM’s CS approach, the communities are at the centre of the stabilization process, for the 
following reasons:   

a) The approach considers, and therefore focuses on communities and the individuals and 
groups of which they are comprised as having (or needing) agency and being the most 
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important resource in driving the transition towards improved stability and recovery, as well 
as being where the effects of crisis are most severely experienced. 
 

b) The term community intentionally encapsulates different populations in a given area, 
including IDPs, migrants, returnees, hosts, socio-economically defined groups (e.g. traders, 
farmers), ethnic or cultural groups that make up the community.  Community based 
approaches are intended to be inclusive of all, including the most vulnerable, powerbrokers, 
contributors to stability or instability, with the aim of tackling social exclusion, as a potential 
driver of instability.  Applying a ‘whole of community’ approach is one way to do this. 
 

c) The Community Stabilization approach favours programme components that encourage 
individuals to work together towards collective goals, such as community based public works, 
and in so doing establish, or re-establish and strengthen social cohesion. These interpersonal 
and intergroup bonds can foster community resilience in the face of (re-)emerging crises. 

 
d) In some contexts, crises are the result of national or regional level political or conflict 

dynamics and produce affects felt most acutely at the local level. Working in communities 
can ensure they are more resilient to these macro-level dynamics, and keeping the 
interventions separate from the higher-level political and power dynamics over which 
communities and IOM have no influence. 

 

Project Example 2 
 

Community Based Planning (CBP) and Training for Transformation (TOT) in areas 
impacted by displacement and migration, Zimbabwe 

 
In response to displaced and migrant populations in predominantly rural and border areas of Zimbabwe, IOM 
launched the Community Based Planning and Training for Transformation project, with the intention of improving 
stability in displacement affected communities and those impacted by cyclical irregular migration to South Africa.  
 
Working in close cooperation with Local ‘ward’ Counsellors and District Administrators, the project included 
the following core components:  
 
1.     Support for the formation of self-identified socio-economic groups representing different segments of 
communities in displacement affected areas (IDPs, migrants, youth, elders, trader, religious groups etc). 
2.        Capacity building local authorities and traditional leadership in conducting participatory inclusive planning, 
the development of community-based recovery plans and the principles of transformative leadership.  
3.         Mobilizing project oversight committees to manage prioritized infrastructural, economic and service based 
small projects through a ‘block grant’ mechanism 
4.        Establishing community level Monitoring and Evaluation as well as conflict mitigation committees to address 
local tensions and monitoring impact against the priorities defined in the Community Bsed recovery plans. 
 
A key condition of the block grants, provided as in-kind support, was the equal contribution of participants in the 
project, for example, through labour or locally available materials.  This approach ensured communities took 
ownership of driving their own recovery processes and the overall sustainability of prioritized projects.  In a 
follow-on phase, local leaders from government and the communities were supported, through exchange visits, 
to share their experiences to other areas impacted by displacement and migration; and the approach was 
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eventually adopted by government within the formal planning architecture.  Upon completion of every community-
based recovery plan, IOM supported a signing ceremony and cultural celebration to foster improved social 
cohesion and strengthen a common vision for recovery within the communities.   

 

How big is the geographically defined community? 

In defining the size of the community (e.g. between a village, municipality within a town, ward or 
district) for a given community stabilization programme, the following factors/questions need to be 
considered.15 

a) The increasing size of a community is likely to negatively correlate with the level of impact 
that a programme can have as well as increasing the level of complexity required of both 
context analysis and action.   
 
 
What is the destabilizing factor that a programme is trying to address, how acute is it and 
therefore at what level, with what population size, will it actually have an impact? 

 
b) Related to the above, what are the resources available? Large numbers of people and area 

means that you will need more resources (i.e. human, financial, time) to create change. If 
resources are limited it is often better to limit the target area to ensure impact.   
 
 
CS programmes, therefore, need to be developed based on a careful calculation of the 
resource required to facilitate the expected positive change.    

 

c) How are the local level government units organized? With which level of government do you 
intend to work (e.g. district, municipality or village level) and what geographic boundaries 
does government currently use to administer populations?  It is also important to understand 
where people turn for assistance and what level/unit of government is considered legitimate 
/ effective by the communities themselves.   
 
  
In countries already operating IOM’s displacement tracking matrix (DTM16) programme this 
could be a useful reference point during the project development phase. 

 

Key additional questions in defining the unit of intervention include: How are social and 
economic bonds defined in the geographic area targeted for intervention (which may not 
necessarily correlate with government administrative boundaries)? Who lives where, and 

 
15 For more general information on how to analyse the programme’s scope, refer to the IOM Project Handbook 
p.27-29. 
16 To have access to the DTM webpage please click here. 
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how does the community need to be defined to ensure an inclusive approach? Who will be 
left out by the selection of a certain geographic area? 

 

When do we use the Community Stabilization programming model? 

The entry point for CS programmes is not defined by time or sequence in the cycle of a crisis, but 
rather by a set of circumstances that require support to improve the stability context and where there 
are opportunities to do so. Community Stabilization programmes can be planned in the context of an 
IOM Migration Crisis Operational Framework (MCOF) strategy17 or developed as a response to a 
specific opportunity that presents itself on the ground. 

As explained in previous sections, CS programmes are neither humanitarian nor developmental, but 
have strong connections with both and can be developmental in orientation18. Furthermore, CS 
approaches, whether within CS programmes or others, can provide an effective bridge between the 
two modalities of support, on one hand, facilitating a step-change from humanitarian contexts to 
transition and recovery, and on the other, laying foundations that will enable communities to be stable 
enough to engage with and benefit from development assistance19.   

Given that the process in and out of crisis can occur in both directions, the CS approach has application 
before, after and even during a crisis.   

 
The CS Approach can contribute to improved stability before, during and after a conflict. 

Before a crisis, CS programming focuses on preventing migration and displacement crises through, 
for example, activities that detect and map sources of tension or social / economic stress and build 
the capacity of States and communities to address them.  

During a migration and displacement crisis, notably protracted crisis, CS programming focuses on 
reducing and mitigating tension and preventing further irregular/forced migration and displacement 
by addressing community needs, such as reducing tension and grievances between IDPs and hosts, 
mitigating the risks of GBV, criminality and other sources of communal violence, restoring agency in 
crisis affected communities through quick impact income generation or cash for work activities, 
promoting equitable access to services, or supporting local administrations to play a stronger role in 
the crisis response. 

 
17 See Annex 4 for more information about how and where CS programmes sit within MCOF. 
18 See IOM Transition and Recovery Division Info Sheets 2018 – the ‘Missing Middle’ 
19 Please refer to the Definition chapter to see the Development Assistance definition. 
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CS programming is especially relevant after a migration and displacement crisis, during which the 
approach focuses on addressing the consequences of crises and creating foundational conditions at 
the community level to pursue durable solutions for the displaced. Activities can contribute to 
reducing the risk of recurrence and preventing further displacement by addressing underlying causes, 
drivers and after effects through mitigating tension, strengthening social cohesion, peace-building and 
violence reduction initiatives, as well as activities that promote livelihoods and access to basic social 
services. 

It is important to note that different communities or areas of the country may be in different phases 
of crisis and the mission’s evidence base should look for shifts that indicate an area may be ready for 
stabilization programming. For example, an increase in returns to a certain area may indicate that this 
area is coming out of a crisis, even if other areas are still experiencing ongoing hostilities, violence or 
emergency situations. In these cases a “pockets of stability” approach can be used in order to ensure 
these communities are able to consolidate and strengthen recovery processes, even when other areas 
in the same country or area are not. CS programmes should undertake ongoing monitoring of such 
contexts to ensure conditions remain conducive to stabilization programming and identify other 
emerging stable areas. 

CS approaches in humanitarian and development contexts 

CS programmes can also be implemented both concurrently with those focused on humanitarian 
response, and development assistance and as referenced above, elements of the CS approach can be 
incorporated into humanitarian or development interventions.  The following section addresses each 
of these, whilst also drawing attention to the risks.    

Complementarity 

In a post crisis humanitarian context, in addition to the humanitarian assistance and protection needs, 
destabilizing factors may be emerging, such as criminality, tension between communities, and civic 
unrest against local administrations.  In such cases, the CS programmes can complement humanitarian 
action by implementing activities that counter the destabilizing influences, such as through 
community dialogue, community based public works, recreational activities and quick impact income 
generation projects. This can be done by including CS outcomes into humanitarian programmes or 
working alongside, but distinct from, an ongoing humanitarian intervention. In both cases, it’s crucial 
that the activities are well coordinated and take mutual advantage of learning about the community 
and dynamics and relationships established with the community. The CS approach or programmes can 
also support local administrations to augment their role, and therefore establish or increase 
accountability/responsiveness to constituent needs.  For more information on working with local 
administration, see section IV on CS Core Principles (Core Principle 3).   

Humanitarian programmes incorporating CS approaches 

A number of IOM’s humanitarian programmes already incorporate core elements of the CS approach 
which can also provide an entry point for longer term CS programmes. 
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For example, IOM’s camp coordination and camp management (CCCM20) programmes establish 
community-based committees to manage camps.  Such committees that play an oversight role in, for 
example, the distribution of resources, camp maintenance and dispute resolution can provide an 
organizational structure that can lead CS programmes in the mid- to long- term.  Similarly, IOM’s 
commitment to be accountable to affected populations (AAP21) includes among other components 
establishing systems for dialogue, communication and complaints mechanisms.  AAP’s focus on 
dialogue and communication is also aligned with the same key area of focus in CS programming.  
Finally, assistance that begins primarily as short-term humanitarian support, such as water trucking, 
emergency shelter or mobile health clinics, can gradually evolve into more transitional, CS-based 
approaches or programmes, such as borehole rehabilitation, transitional shelter or health clinic 
rehabilitation. The way in which such programmess are implemented, which may differ from the initial 
humanitarian phase of the response, such as incorporating a strong inclusive / participatory 
component, can contribute to and lay foundations for longer term stability outcomes22.   

In practice, in most large scale migration and displacement crises, IOM’s emergency programmes will 
be larger and emergency teams already on the ground.  It is important for staff implementing CS 
programmes to engage with their humanitarian counterparts, integrate approaches and establish 
opportunities to transition towards longer term CS programmes, whilst keeping in mind the risks 
highlighted in the box below.        

 

Risks – Principles for Humanitarian Action 

Principled humanitarian action is a core institutional commitment of IOM. IOM`s institutional 
humanitarian policy – the “IOM Principles for Humanitarian Action” - guides the Organization’s 
overall response to migration crises. When considering CS programmes that would be operating 
alongside humanitarian response programmes there is a need to ensure IOM upholds its 
Humanitarian Policy and adheres to the principles that guide humanitarian action: humanity, 
impartiality, neutrality and independence. The policy maintains that if other programming is 
undertaken alongside humanitarian programming in crisis environments, “IOM ensures that its 
actions are, as a general principle, in line with the principle of humanity and coordinated with the 
humanitarian response system.” (IOM Principles of Humanitarian Action, 2015 p.8).  

 

Integrating CS approaches in Development Assistance 

Similarly, in contexts where development activities are ongoing, there may remain significant 
destabilizing influences and the CS approach can play an important role in addressing these in the 
immediate or medium term, complementing and bolstering longer term development processes 
which often provide delayed but more sustained gains to communities. For example, if development 
partners plan to restore large scale infrastructure or strengthen institutions in a displacement affected 
area, there may remain tensions between different community groups that need to be addressed 

 
20 For more information on IOM’s CCCM program please click here.  
21 For more information on IOM’s commitment to be accountable to affected populations, please click here.  
22 Defined as a change in the level of stability in a given area.  For a further explanation of how this is defined, 
see section on Monitoring and Evaluation. 
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before conditions are conducive for such longer-term initiatives.  When developing CS programmes, 
establish a dialogue with long term development partners, understand their concerns and potentially 
the role that a CS programme can play to complement their programmes.      

To summarise the CS approach should be employed when there is a need to improve the stability 
context and as soon as conditions are conducive, whether before, during or after a migration and/or 
displacement crisis.  The absence of support for stabilization can undermine longer term recovery and 
result in re-emergent crisis situations.  As a guide, the following pre-conditions should be considered 
as an entry point for CS Programming: 

a) The environment must have opportunities for transition towards improved 
stability.  If the target area is experiencing active combat, or rapid descent into a 
crisis situation, it is unlikely the conditions will be conducive for the community 
stabilization approach at that time. As noted above, there can be “pockets of 
stability” in countries undergoing active crisis but access and security conditions as 
well as communication infrastructure should still be met to start stabilization 
programming. 

 
b) There must be a sufficient level of security and safety in place for programme staff 

and participants to be able to properly implement activities.  In contrast to NFI or 
food distributions, for example, CS projects typically require staff to spend longer 
periods with the communities.  

 
c) There must be a shared and agreed-upon understanding between IOM, the 

international community, host government and local communities regarding the 
programme’s objectives and implementation methodologies; 

 
d) There must be sufficient resources committed for the full implementation of the 

programme. More information on the resources needed for CS programmes is 
included in the Practical Guidance section of this document (Annex 1). 

 

In the context of the global debate and commitment to strengthening the Humanitarian 
Development, Peace Nexus (HDPN), CS provides a practical approach to operationalizing this 
concept when addressing drivers of instability.   

The above section draws attention to opportunities to do this, particularly through strengthening 
cooperation and integration between humanitarian, development and CS approaches.  Whilst it 
is recognized that humanitarian approaches alone are insufficient to address the scope and 
protracted nature of contemporary migration and displacement crises globally, the introduction 
and integration of CS approaches can play a critical and incremental step towards preventing the 
escalation of crisis and attaining solutions, but need to be accompanied by a full evaluation of the 
risks.  
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IV. Community Stabilization Core Programming 
Principles 

The following section presents core programming principles, both specific to CS programmes and the 
application of the CS approach to others.  Notwithstanding the importance of adapting CS 
programmes and approaches to specific contexts, including the activities undertaken or 
methodologies used (see Annex 2), core programme principles provide overarching standards and 
approaches that should be considered in the design and implementation of all CS programmes and 
approaches.    

1. Context specific  

In crisis affected countries the impact is rarely, if ever, homogenous, with villages, even in a given 
district experiencing the crisis differently.  In order for CS interventions to be effective they need to 
have a strong conceptualization of the destabilizing factors or unstable dimensions in the target area 
and which ones could be addressed by the programming.23 These could be localized, related to specific 
incidents, personalities, groups or crosscutting dimensions such as gender or age.  Whilst there are 
universal needs and interests, such as water, education, health and livelihoods, effective CS will obtain 
sufficient levels of information and analytics to be able to tailor support to specific areas.  Therefore, 
it is important for IOM’s CS programmes to avoid becoming ‘formulaic’ in order for interventions to 
have maximum impact, and to ensure programme teams have a granular analysis of and are able to 
adapt to what is happening in a target location. Further guidance on conducting assessments and 
analysis for CS programmes is included in Annex 4. 

In CS programmes, the area or geographically defined communities is the unit of intervention, 
not the sector. The CS approach looks holistically at the drivers of needs, vulnerabilities and 
risks as well as at opportunities, with the aim of improving stability in the overall geographic 
location. In addition, it is important to know which other actors (local, national or 
international) are working on humanitarian, stability or development interventions to ensure 
their work is complementary, joined up where appropriate and not duplicating efforts. 

 

2. Community owned and driven 

As referenced in the section ‘Why a community-based approach?’, people are the most important 
resource in community stabilization programmes.24  If supported to take ownership, to lead and to 
drive their vision for a more stable, prosperous and peaceful future, in all likelihood the results will be 
more sustainable, better value for money and more effective.   

 
23 Note that CS programming will rarely attempt to address all destabilizing factors in a community, given time 
and resource limitations, but should focus on outcomes which are attainable and are catalytic (principle 6). CS 
programmes should also coordinate with other actors who are working on similar types of programming to 
ensure complementarity, particularly at different levels. 
24 More information on the types of stakeholders/beneficiaries typically involved in CS projects is contained in 
Annex 6: Beneficiaries. 
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The CS approach, considers populations in target areas less as people with ‘needs’ (although they 
almost certainly have needs) but more as active participants who need to articulate, in their own 
terms, their challenges, opportunities and threats and then be supported to address these25.  As such, 
CS is a counterbalance to alternative, top-down, or blueprint approaches, such as investments in large 
scale infrastructure. This is important given the centrality of re-building and strengthening social 
cohesion to the approach to which CS can contribute through collective ownership, shared 
understanding and vision, community wide. 

In areas emerging from the humanitarian phase of a crisis response, there remains a risk of 
communities becoming dependent on humanitarian assistance.  In such cases, CS needs to engage 
target groups as having ‘capacities’ and agency rather than needs, and as active drivers of recovery as 
opposed to passive recipients of aid; to help populations of concern transition towards self-reliance.  
Focusing on capacities creates opportunities for individual ‘champions’ or ‘influencers’ to work with 
IOM, such as CSOs, Local groups, associations, business entities, to deliver and support stabilization 
outcomes. Therefore, promoting inclusive decision making needs to be balanced against identifying 
and partnering with key people in the community who can take initiative, lead and facilitate positive 
change. 

Building trust with communities, in an inclusive and transparent manner, is not easy and takes time 
but is essential to the process. It is imperative that IOM delivers on its commitments to communities 
to maintain that level of trust and participation. The practical guidance section (Annex 2) contains 
recommendations to ensure that there is adequate time, resources and processes in place to build 
this relationship. 

Providing opportunities for community members or local authorities to “buy in” to the process 
through contributing time, effort or resources is a way to ensure that communities are empowered as 
the primary agents of change and will hopefully continue to invest after the programme has ended. 
However, be careful not to precondition assistance on communities who are overburdened and do 
not have the capacity to contribute but provide various ways to engage that are voluntary and 
appropriate for the context.  

 

 

Risks – Exclusion and one-way consultation 

Be aware of the risk, however, particular when working in areas of limited access, that sometimes 
certain elements of the community may be empowered to lead, drive and participate in community 
stabilization but at the exclusion of other more marginalized socio-economic, ethnic, religious or 
gender-based groups.  It is, therefore, critical in the early phase of a project to understand who is 
in the community.  You may be told a process was ‘inclusive by members that were ‘included’ 
despite more marginalized groups remaining outside the process. 

Finally, an important distinction needs to be made between consulting with communities (e.g. asking 
a set of questions or putting up a suggestion box) and enabling their participation.  The former can 

 
25 The concept of beneficiaries as ‘active participants’ is not exclusive to CS programmes, and indeed is 
considered good practice across all programmes, but is particularly important in the pursuit of stabilization 
outcomes, for example through strengthening ownership, and social cohesion. 
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be confined to ‘asking what people need’ whereas the latter could (or should) extend to building in 
full ownership and responsibility from the outset.  Ensure that the discussions with communities 
are two-way, rather than one-way, and the community understands what components of the project 
they can affect. The more IOM, as technical partner, is able to withdraw from such processes and 
the more communities and their leadership are able to lead, is a useful barometer of success. 

 

3. Government partnership and leadership 

Governments have the primary responsibility for providing, inter alia, services, security, safety, justice 
and public infrastructure to the populations they serve.  In many societies, civil society actors also play 
an important role in supplementing and supporting these functions. The re-establishment of effective 
and accountable government responsibility will always remain a goal in fragile or post-crisis contexts, 
but the degree to which CS programmes will be able to work toward this goal and how depends on 
the specific situation. 

In post-conflict, post-crisis or fragile states, governments and their ability to perform their functions 
may suffer from a number of challenges: 

 limited capacity and resources, either existing pre-crisis or resulting from the crisis, to carry 
out their normal functions; 

 lack of legitimacy from the population, sometimes the result of the government being party 
to a conflict, taking actions worsening the crisis, or seen as favouring one group or area over 
another; 

 lack of access or presence in certain areas, particularly when there has been an occupation by 
illegitimate actors, such as insurgency or violent extremist groups, and in some cases such 
actors have also played a role in responding to the needs of communities. 

It is important to acknowledge not only the challenges of government in the target communities but 
also the strengths, in many cases the local government administrations and/or civil society have 
outreach capacity, sustained, long term presence and an understanding of their communities/local 
dynamics above and beyond international partners. 

During and immediately after crisis, local and international humanitarian actors, including IOM, may 
play a more dominant role in providing life-saving and life sustaining support than the government, 
sometimes spanning decades.   Under a humanitarian imperative, such services remain critical, and 
CS approaches can complement by supporting the restoration or improvement of government 
functions, particularly in the provision of basic services, at the local level. This is usually accomplished 
through activities such as training for local line ministries and government employees, rehabilitation 
of infrastructure, supporting information dissemination, provision of equipment both for government 
administration and government-led service delivery, such as potable water and health. 

However, government administrations can be slow, and therefore at odds with the needs of 
community stabilization programming. CS programmes therefore need to establish a balance between 
working entirely through local administrations and maintaining sufficient roles for IOM staff, for 
example on procurement and contracting, to maintain traction. 
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CS programmes can also pro-actively contribute to supporting government to be more accountable, 
accepted and trusted by the communities they serve as a specific programming objective. In practice, 
this can be achieved through capacity building local government to use participatory, socially inclusive 
approaches, advocating for the benefits (to government) of tackling social exclusion and working 
inclusively and establishing programmatic incentives or social contracts. Civil Society can also be a key 
partner in these activities. 

In CS programming, it is important to ensure, where there is opportunity, the promotion or restoration 
of trust and confidence in local administrations, not trust and confidence in IOM26. As such, 
maintaining minimal ‘visibility’ either through limited IOM branding or visibility of staff in the field can 
foster association or attribution between stability gains and local administrations, not IOM. A number 
of the stabilization donors recognize and are supportive of this, including providing a ‘visibility waiver’ 
as a derogation from the usual donor requirements. 

Building both the capacity and the accountability of government, however, is a long-term process and 
a core aim of development processes. Stabilization work at the community should start the task in 
communities but ultimately development processes should take over to scale up the work at all levels.                                   

 

                         Risks - Working through government administrations 

This CS core programming principle is recommended where conditions permit, and is consistent 
with current UN and broader policy recommendations and requirements (Human Rights Due 
Diligence Policy processes, Security Council Resolutions, etc.) noting the following significant 
caveats: 

a) Whether or not government administrations will be accountable, non-partisan and inclusive 
of all communities in the way they work is a question that should be considered in the design and 
implementation of CS programmes and area based context analysis.   In areas impacted by 
displacement and migration in particular, there may be a mix of different ethnic, religious or other 
community groups, and a predominance, in government, or one group over others.  The risk of 
local administrations being pre-disposed to 'help their own', at the exclusion of others, needs to be 
considered.  

b) In some cases, local populations may not wish to engage government due to a long-term 
lack of trust or past issues, in this case, programmes may need to adopt a phased approach to 
building relationships between the government and local populations, while being careful of the 
above point. 

Therefore, whilst supporting a meaningful, if not leadership role for local administrations, the above 
considerations must be factored into the context analysis and the basis for decision-making on how 
much to engage governments in the programming. 

 

 
26 This is proposed as a good practice, noting that in many crisis-affected or fragile contexts, local administrations 
are either absent or the circumstances limit IOM’s capacity to engage. 
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Procurement 

When working with or through weak or nascent government institutions it is important to keep in 
view IOM's obligations to donor partners for maintaining high standards of fraud and audit 
compliance.  Maintaining the integrity of IOMs procurement and financial systems, for example, is 
important but does not exclude involving government partners in procurement and contracting 
processes with a long-term view of enhancing capacities to be transparent, compliant and 
accountable.  For example, whilst IOM may retain the function of selecting service providers through 
a bids committee, there are global examples in CS programmes where government has been 
represented, as observer in the bids committees, so as to enhance capacities for transparent 
procurement processes. 

Project Example 3 
 

Midnimo ‘Unity’ Project, Somalia 
 
In response to protracted displacement in urban centres resulting from 3 decades of civic conflict, new cases of 
drought related displacement and the return of refugees from Kenya, Midnimo project was developed as a 
government led, community driven initiative, focusing on establishing foundations for peaceful co-existence and 
stability as a foundation for long term recovery.  the project aimed to:  
 
1. Support local government administrations to be responsive to the needs of communities in areas highly 
impacted by displacement and returns (IOM) 
2. Establish peaceful foundations for recovery through inter and intra communal dialogue, joint planning and 
community driven projects (IOM)    
 
3. Support planned urban expansion and settlement upgrading in urban and peri-urban environments 
experiencing an influx of IDPs. (UNHABITAT) 
 
Midnimo project also played an enabling role in the creation of a policy and legal framework conducive for long 
term recovery and integration of other UN supported programmes related to job creation, rule of law and 
governance.  In addition to the practical outputs of the project, as defined by the communities, Midnimo also 
supported the creation of civic spaces for recreation, sports, arts and culture.  This component was considered 
key in restoring social cohesion and forging a common vision of ‘unity’ community wide. 
 
Midnimo project is also integrated into programmes aimed at addressing humanitarian needs, such as those 
supported by the Camp Coordination, Camp Management Cluster (CCCM).  For example, CCCM’s efforts to 
improve the management of displacement sites and coordinate humanitarian response is now aligned with 
government endorsed plans and policies for planned urban expansion, supported through Midnimo.      

 

 

 

4. Flexible and adaptable 

Areas targeted through the CS approach are inherently dynamic and at times unpredictable as a result 
of their instability.  Furthermore, the pathway from instability to stability in many cases can be non-
linear, with an event or series of events suddenly reversing stability dividends achieved. Therefore, 
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whilst CS programming requires a solid context analysis, this should be a relatively ongoing process 
and embedded in the monitoring and evaluation framework for a programme.   

Programmatically, this can be problematic when a programme’s results matrix contains the 
anticipated deliverables and there is expectation that these will be achieved even when context 
changes are such that they no longer have relevance; a key difference between humanitarian and CS 
programmes.  For example, rehabilitating a district administration or a livelihood restoration activity 
may not be the first priority when two communities are on the verge of engaging in conflict over a 
land border dispute.  

Maintaining and agreeing with donor partners a flexible approach, whether budgetary or through 
expected results is essential for effective CS programmes.  Note that the overall objective of CS 
programmes usually should not change, however, the activities, outputs, methodology, targeted 
beneficiaries or locations even the outcomes may require adjustment based on the context. 

Prominent stabilization donor the ‘Office of Transition Initiatives’ (OTI/USAID), for example, uses the 
expression ‘Act, Assess, Adapt’’ to describe their approach to CS programming.  In order to maintain 
absolute flexibility, a number of OTI programmes neither use a results matrix nor a workplan, but 
rather centre on a rapid stabilization small grant mechanism to leverage windows of opportunity, in 
order to catalyse stability gains.  Multiple grants (of between 10 – 100,000 USD) are implemented, 
layer upon layer, in a target location to have an iterative and combined effect on improving the overall 
stabilization context.  It is a radical departure from the standard approaches to programme 
implementation but one worth considering for CS approaches. Varying degrees of this model can also 
be explored with donors and partners. This approach works best with multi-year funding as it requires 
the ability to adjust the programme strategy but could also be implemented as several phased 
programmes back to back with the same methodology. 

Whilst there are advantages to such approaches, there are also drawbacks.  The above approach lacks 
‘structure’ and may be less effective in laying foundations for longer term recovery processes or 
establishing community level governance systems.  Participatory or inclusive community based 
planning, on the other hand, which typically follows a consultation-community action plan-community 
recovery sequence capacitates the communities to engage in a process with a clear pathway from a 
current situation to an improved one.  The difficulty is when a context changes but the process is 
already underway, resources have been committed and expectations created. 

There are, therefore, advantages and disadvantages to both, but the overriding principles is to keep 
as much flexibility in the project design as possible so as to be able to adapt to emergent opportunities 
and threats.  Focus on the expected outcomes at the programme design phase, to the extent possible, 
more so than the activities. 

 

Flexible, adaptive programming requires the establishment of a strong relationship and trust 
between the donor partner and IOM from the very beginning of the programme.  Adapting 
to changes in the context also risks negatively impacting relationships with the donor, 
through failing to deliver on commitments that have been made.  Maintaining frequent 
contact with the donor counterpart is a good strategy to avoid this and if possible the 
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establishment of a programme oversight management team between IOM and the donor.  
This is preferable to making major changes to the programme orientation or activities due 
to changes in the context and informing the donor only at the time of interim or final report. 

 

5. Multi-sectoral and integrated 

The principle of inter-connectedness which sets forth that all things are connected and dependent on 
each other is central to the CS approach, as the roots and effects of instability can be complex and 
inter-related, so they cannot be tackled in isolation through fragmented stand-alone or sector-based 
responses.  The concept of integrated or multi-sectoral approaches breaks down into a number of 
sub-approaches, presented below: 
 

a) Crisis-affected or fragile communities require access to all sectors to achieve safety and 
security, and the means to sustain a living.  This includes, access to water, health, education, 
housing and livelihoods. The absence of one of those sectors constitutions a ‘’weak link in the 
chain’’ that can undermine progress, gains or access to others. 

b) Certain typologies of assistance are fundamental or foundational for others and may require 
a phased approach.  For example, until local level grievances, conflicts and basic security has 
been restored, conditions may not be conducive for activities related to access to services, 
housing or livelihood restoration. 

c) Certain activities can be catalytic in contributing to others.  The installation of solar street 
lights, for example can improve the safety and security, protection, promote economic 
recovery through extending trading hours (and security) as well as returning normalcy to civic 
life overall. 

 
Where possible, CS programmes should avoid initiating activities with a pre-conceived 
perception of what modality of support is required, for two reasons. Firstly, if flexible in 
design, CS programmes can respond to assessed needs in different sectors based on the 
gaps. Secondly, given the overarching objectives of CS programming (to foster improved 
stability) the process of engaging with communities and the leadership is of equal 
importance to the outcome.  Even where the priority needs may be known or obvious, the 
process of communities discussing and prioritizing will promote ownership and create 
spaces for civic engagement. 

 
6. Catalytic 

All programmes are constrained by the funds that support them. Given that CS is an integrated 
approach, there is a tendency to confuse this with ‘solving all the problems’, which is not what CS 
programmes are intended to do.   

Therefore, a core programming principle of community stabilization is performing ongoing context 
analysis, to understand which interventions or combination of interventions are going to result in the 
most stability gains given existing resource constraints and which interventions will create conducive 
environments for others to follow (including with support from other partners).  As such, Community 
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Stabilization can serve as a bridge or nexus between complementary IOM programmes or those of 
others.   

In a fragile context with very high unemployment for example, it may be more effective to convene a 
peace and reconciliation conference between two groups that maintain insecurity in the area, thereby 
constraining trade and commerce, rather than establishing a comprehensive employment creation 
component.  

The importance of identifying and pursuing activities that will be catalytic may also benefit from short 
term deployments of technical experts (internal or external) to perform certain functions such as 
reconciliation or psychosocial support.  The Transition and Recovery Division in Geneva or Community 
Stabilization Unit in Washington DC may be able to help with sourcing technical experts. 

7. Integrate Strategic Communication 

Given the importance of creating space for dialogue, between communities, with their leadership and 
with each other, to foster mutual understanding and strengthen collective identity, one of the most 
important Community Stabilization Programming Components is strategic communication – defined 
as different forms of communication that are intended to achieve a strategic (in this case, stabilization) 
objective.  Strategic Communication activities can be implemented as projects in their own right, such 
as street/community theatre, radio dramas, media equipment or billboards with stabilization 
messaging, or as means to amplify the stabilization messaging of other stabilization activities, such as 
ensuring all projects have a launch event, are broadcast through different forms of media.   

As a general programming principle, consideration should be given to accompanying all 
community stabilization programmes with a strategic communications component.      

 

Project Example 4 

Community Socialization Campaigns in Borkou, Ennedi and Tibesti. 

 

In the three northernmost regions of Chad, IOM has implemented successful Strategic Communication 
activities and obtained positive stabilization results by encouraging the community to reflect on their 
situation through participatory community theatre and debates focusing on certain groups within the 
community. To this end, IOM proposed to support efforts already underway by facilitating a community-
based socialization and outreach campaign in communities in Borkou, Gouro and Ouniangakebir 
through radio, troubadours and community-based theatre with the aim of increasing social cohesion 
and contributing to the already positive tendencies in the communities by providing additional 
communication platforms.   

 

For more information about the project, click here to access the PIU page (IOM internal access 
only). 

____________________________________________________________ 
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Prevention of Youth Violence in Zinder Region, Niger 

Sensitization of youth on social cohesion, peace and anti-violence messages through community initiatives such 
as participative theatre, community debates both disseminated via radio programmes and local TV. 

IOM conducted activities on sensitization on migration issues, trafficking and related topics in Zinder, 
with the participation of local actors and NGOs performing theatre plays in public places with the active 
participation of the audience. Performances were recorded for diffusion on local television (region of 
Zinder). Similarly, radio programs were organized on prevention of youth violence and related topics 
by recording community debates for diffusion on local radios with the best coverage in the region. 

Actors were trained by IOM on the specific topics in order to perform their street dramas using the 
right terminology, translated in local languages.  

For more information about the project, click here to access the PIU page (IOM internal access 
only). 

 

 

8. Conflict sensitive approach 

It is important to apply a Conflict Sensitive27 approach in CS projects to avoid inadvertently creating 
or exacerbating tensions that could lead to conflict. To this end, all CS projects and activities should 
be based on a robust analysis and understanding of the local context including; existing power 
relationships, customs, values, fears, systems, institutions and consideration of cross cutting 
dimensions like gender and age. Applying a Conflict Sensitive approach allows the CS project to avoid 
unintentionally exacerbating conflict and establishing environments that are conducive to stabilization 
and peace-building.  

In line with the Do No Harm Principles societies contain connectors and dividers.  Whilst Do No Harm 
Principles have their root in humanitarian action, the core concepts can also be adapted to CS 
programmes.  According to the Do No Harm Principles, dividers are those that seek or have the 
capacity to exacerbate tensions or divide societies for personal or political gain.  Connectors, however, 
can be individuals that, as the term suggests, connect communities, strengthen social cohesion and 
mediate between latent or recurrent conflicts28. CS programmes by their nature must work with these 
various actors and dynamics to accomplish the types of transformational change they aim for. 

                                           

As a programming principle, Community Stabilization Programmes should pro-actively seek 
connectors in target communities who can act as change agents or ambassadors for peace.  
Whilst such individuals should be defined during the context analysis, often it’s the women, 
youth or traditional leaders that can serve as brokers and ambassadors for peace. 

 
27 The IOM Conflict Sensitivity guidance (due to be released in January 2020) which will provide more tools and 
guidance on applying this principle. 
28 Adapted from Anderson, Mary B., Op. Cit. 
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9. Innovation, learning and iterative programming 

Due to the fact that the activities in CS programming are determined by the context and local 
opportunities to address drivers of crisis, there is a wide scope for trying different methodologies, 
activities and approaches. Utilizing new technologies such as social media, inter-active short code and 
SMS systems, or partnering with organizations with technical expertise that IOM does not have, are 
two ways to innovate within a CS programme model. This ability to innovate can lead to successful 
programming results but necessitates that there be strong systems in place to monitor results and 
manage risks that may be different than risks faced by traditional humanitarian or development 
programming.  

CS projects should always contain monitoring and evaluation systems aimed at determining 
the relevance, performance and success of the implementation as well as capturing learning 
that can be applied to the implementation of the current project, follow-up projects or 
projects in other contexts.  

 

In many CS programmes this monitoring and learning component can be integrated into the 
programme design and implementation through an iterative cycle of programming described under 
principle 4 “Flexible and Adaptable.” It is important to note that learning not only should be captured 
and used during the programme duration, but also should be communicated in a way that it can be 
used for other IOM programmes during or after the CS programme, as well as in other CS work in the 
region or world-wide. For this reason it is always good to communicate programme successes, 
challenges, innovation and learning to the Regional Thematic Specialists and TRD in HQ. A section also 
exists in the CS operational guide SharePoint page, dedicated to this end (to access the section, click 
here). 

Finally, all communities contain innovators capable of identifying new or intelligent solutions to 
problems, including issues that destabilize contexts.  Identifying innovators in the communities can 
contribute to stability outcomes and strengthen ownership overall.  Innovative communities can also 
be supported to share with others, for example, through exchange visits. 

  

For more information: https://www.iom.int/stabilization-and-recovery Contact: TRDCoreGroup@iom.int 
Follow: @UNMigration 
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V. Annex 1: Practical Guidance in the Design and 
Implementation of CS Programmes 

Improving stability in an area impacted by crisis, conflict, or fragility can be difficult to achieve and in 
many cases carry high risks to IOM and partners in institutional, financial and security terms.  IOM 
staff need to maintain a realistic balance between what programmes aim to achieve and the extent 
to which contexts make this possible.  This section provides practical guidance regarding how to 
minimise the risks ]\and maximise the likelihood of CS programmes have a positive impact in target 
areas. 

The overriding principle is that CS programmes should be agreed with donors on the basis that a 
sufficient level of resources and time can be committed to implement effective programmes, meet 
donor and partner expectations and manage risk.  Such resources may well exceed those of other 
types of programmes. 

Ensure strong management and staffing of the programme 

Triangulating and understanding the complex array of influences, drivers and dynamics in post 
conflict, crisis or fragile contexts require a sophisticated and experienced set of technical 
competencies. Furthermore, establishing relationships with project stakeholders, particularly state 
institutions can be challenging, beset with competing interests and requiring diplomacy and 
negotiation skills. The management of CS projects can place demands both on capacitating and 
sensitizing IOM project teams to the stabilization objectives as well as establishing robust and efficient 
administrative systems for rapid implementation. As a result, it is essential to ensure CS projects have 
senior and experienced leadership, typically at the P4, or at a minimum, P3 level. 

Project leadership, Chiefs of Mission, Regional Technical Specialists (RTSs) and the Transition and 
Recovery Division in Geneva should establish and maintain close and regular contact from the point 
of project inception, with a view to maintaining a clear project focus, implementation modalities and 
manage risk.  

In addition, particularly for projects exceeding 10 million USD in value it is recommended that the 
project leadership separate the roles of representation, oversight, external engagement and strategy 
from operations, responsible for field coordination, project implementation, programme 
administration, which could be delegated to a Deputy or Operations or Grant manager29.   

Project leadership should not only comprise international staff.  In a majority of cases, senior national 
staff in the role of deputy or field coordinators can play an essential role in programme 
leadership/strategic orientation, for example through contributing understanding of local conflict and 
stability dynamics, deepening engagement with government and staff mentoring.  

Similarly, due to the intensive nature of community and government engagement in most CS 
programmes, it requires a large number of staff, usually national staff, who can support these 

 
29 Depending on the scale of the CS project, some will include all three (Deputy, Grant Manager, Field 
Coordinator).  The most important practical need is to ensure a clear understanding of the respective roles and 
responsibilities with a clear delineation of tasks. 
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discussions and be present in the communities to ensure local partnership, participation and 
inclusivity. If not possible to base staff in the target communities themselves, it is recommended that 
budgets and HR plans include staffing numbers and levels adequate to allow for staff to visit at least 
once a week for a full day. This could vary depending on access constraints and availability of qualified 
and acceptable (to the community) staff. Often these staffing positions can be budgeted in the 
“Operational Costs” part of the budget, rather than the “Staff Costs” part since they are directly 
carrying out the process component of the deliverables. As noted below, training and orientation of 
these staff is crucial as they are the “face” of the programme to communities. 

Establish a strong administrative and financial support 

CS projects often face pressure to deliver rapid stability support and as a result can be administratively 
demanding. Failure to deliver on promises due to administrative delays on IOM’s part can compromise 
relationships with communities on the ground, government stakeholders and donors that are crucial 
to achieving the programme’s objective. To the extent possible, therefore, it is recommended that 
project structures include dedicated finance and procurement functions as opposed to sharing 
common services with respective missions. Indeed, some donors specify this as a pre-requisite. In the 
case of an L3 country, it is also recommended to take advantage of expedited finance, administration 
and procurement procedures whenever possible. 

Furthermore, in the interests of protecting national staff, maintaining transparency and 
accountability, separating the functions of finance and procurement is essential, as is staffing senior 
administrative roles in finance and procurement with international staff, preferably with at least one 
P3 level position. 

All of the above are likely to result in a relatively high support cost for CS projects. It is important to 
engage with donor partners early to sensitize them to what is required to meet their, often very high, 
expectations.  Missions should be careful to not commit to deliverables in CS projects that the project 
structure and funding will prevent them from delivering. 

Ensure adequate time for the programme and consider a phased approach 

The changes that CS programs seek to accomplish require time to take root. When developing CS 
programmes ensure that adequate time is planned to allow for building trust with the communities 
and partners, building on any relationships that may have been established during the humanitarian 
phase. Undertake participatory processes and ensure opportunities can be taken advantage of and 
challenges overcome. For this reason, most CS programmes are multi-year30.  

However, sometimes there are funding restrictions which do not allow for multi-year programs. In this 
case it is recommended that the programme develop a phased approach, whereby an overall strategy 
is developed in line with this guidance, but is divided into phases which can be separately funded. This 
is preferable to trying to fit an entire programme in an inadequate amount of time, a result which 
usually means the important process elements are not given enough time or attention and small 
challenges can mean the inability to fully implement the programme in time. In particular, many 
project developers underestimate the start-up time needed for CS programmes because it takes time 

 
30 In 2018, 59% of all active CS projects were multi-year funded. 
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to perform the needed assessments and analyses, build trust and dialogue with local communities and 
partners in crisis contexts and train staff, both of which are crucial components for the success of the 
programme. 

Invest in engaging with government and other counterparts to incorporate national priorities 
and build consensus around the proposed intervention 

Invest in engaging with government counterparts to ensure the proposed CS project is aligned with 
government priorities and established systems of governance. In crisis, post conflict or fragile states, 
there may we’ll be competing and even contradictory agendas / priorities and, to the extent possible, 
resolving or reconciling these will play an important role in preventing tensions in future and 
maintaining a constructive working relationship. 

There is no fixed ministry or institution within government that CS projects need to engage and in 
many cases CS projects can work with multiple sections of government, or even foster closer inter-
ministerial or Departmental cooperation as an indirect outcome of the CS project itself. Therefore 
whilst Ministries of Interior, Social Welfare or Local Government are likely to be important partners 
to the project, participation of a particular ministry is not pre-conceived and should be considered in 
the analysis at the project development phase.   

Furthermore, whilst the importance of restoring trust and confidence as well as enhancing the 
capacities of state institutions are important and core programming principles, there may be contexts 
that do not make provision for this.  For example, in cases where the legitimacy of a given leadership 
remains disputed circumstances may not be conducive to providing support.  In such cases, CS 
programmes can also work directly with civil society or civic groups in the interim.     

Invest in orientation and training of programme staff 

It is essential for project teams to understand why they are doing what they are doing and have the 
knowledge, skills and tools to carry out their work. Very often the stabilization objective will be 
achieved as an indirect outcome of a project activity grant, or cluster of grants. For example, the 
rationale for a livelihood restoration activity, whilst benefiting target groups economically, may 
actually be intended to restore trust or mitigate conflict through collective action. Field teams in 
particular need to understand this above and beyond implementing the activities with which they are 
tasked. 

At the point of project inception, and under the lead of the CS programme senior management, invest 
in sensitizing and enhancing capacities of project teams such that they fully understand this. For 
projects over $2 million per year it is suggested that an inception workshop be organized for IOM staff 
to review the context, programme strategy, project handbook (see below), provide training if needed 
and also offer an opportunity for team building. If the programme is multi-year these types of 
workshops can be repeated during the programme implementation to ensure strategic direction and 
improve implementation and teambuilding.  

Further opportunities for staff training (for international and national staff alike) should also be 
budgeted and planned for in that it will improve staff capacity, their performance in the project as 
well as morale. Even in the case of shorter programmes, staff training should be seen as an opportunity 
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to invest in IOM’s stabilization capacity more broadly. TRD in HQ can deliver training modules for CS 
programming, both on site and virtually, and also recommend third party training providers and 
centres. 

Insofar as project beneficiaries should be supported to be active participants in CS projects, so too 
should project teams, whose ideas and creativity are of equal value to those of the project leadership. 
In many cases their ideas will be more relevant to the operating contexts, given their proximity to 
target areas and understanding of the dynamics on the ground. 

Producing a project document/handbook for the team 

Given the complexity and risks of CS projects producing a project document or manual/handbook can 
serve as a guide and reference point for the whole project team.  The handbook can explain the 
background, rationale for intervention, theories of change but also, and importantly, the modus 
operandi for implementation.  Handbooks vary significantly in the level of detail they provide, 
depending on the scale, risks, and donor requirements for the project.  Handbooks could include some 
or all of the following sections: 

a) Background and Rationale 
b) Objectives and Outcomes 
c) Theories of Change 
d) Main stakeholders/actors and tailored key messages 
e) Activities and Methodology 
f) Monitoring and Evaluation 
g) Staffing Structure 
h) Coordination (internal/External) arrangements including for project oversight 
i) Risk Analysis and Mitigation 
j) Staff Security  
k) Procurement and Compliance 
 

Although the above can appear burdensome, much of the text can be adapted from the proposal 
submitted.  Furthermore, some thematic areas, such as staff security and procurement already have 
global standard operating procedures and may simply refer to those whilst drawing attention to the 
specificities of the project and context.   

Relevant sections of the handbook could also be adapted for the communities in which CS 
programmes are being implemented. This has been undertaken through some of IOM’s CS 
programmes in the past, including with translations into local languages, and in some cases adopted 
into national policy and planning frameworks. 

In projects with a significant Rapid Stabilization Grant (RSG) mechanisms it is highly recommended to 
have a dedicated project document for the grant cycle management, inclusive of the sequencing (from 
grant ideas to grant closure), detailing the required documentation in each grant file and whom is 
responsible for what at each stage of the grant cycle. 
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Invest time and resources in communication within the team 

In many stabilization contexts access may be restricted and projects highly dependent on locally 
contracted or third-party staff operating in remote locations.31 Establishing and maintaining regular 
communication with field colleagues can contribute to strengthening the team, maintaining focus on 
the stabilization objectives and importantly managing risks. Scheduling weekly calls and ensuring they 
take place is one way to do this. It is not recommended to limit interactions to irregular or pre-/post- 
project activity points.  Action oriented minutes should be taken during discussions and shared with 
all participants. 

Current technological advancements are such that almost all district capitals, even in remote areas, 
have, at least cellular coverage. IOMs integrated video and audio conferencing system, blue-jeans 
enables staff to join a conference call through web based (including with video) or cellular connection. 
Make a plan for how you will communicate and procure the necessary audio and video equipment to 
maximize communication and connection with project teams, particularly in cases where remote 
management models are envisaged. 

When there are major changes in the context or programme, it may even be necessary to bring 
together the team face to face for a strategy meeting, training in new skills or simply a way to share 
views and brainstorm. This can increase staff confidence in the work they are doing as well as be an 
opportunity to brainstorm about creative solutions to challenges. These are also excellent 
opportunities for the donor to meet with field staff, which is important particularly when they cannot 
get to the field themselves. It is a good idea to budget for this possibility at the beginning of a 
programme, given the fluidity of the contexts where these programmes operate.  

Consult with other stakeholders 

Community Stabilization as an approach is a growing area of programming, both for implementing 
partners and donors.  This includes, in particular, private sector actors who work on a contract basis, 
particularly with the US and UK governments.  In addition, a number of National and international 
NGOs as well as UN Agencies also implement projects that directly or indirectly contribute to 
community stabilization objectives, including through Rule of Law, Transitional Justice, Economic 
recovery, Housing Land and Property and Governance. 

Designing and implementing IOM’s CS programmes with a heightened awareness of those of others, 
to which interventions can complement, lay foundations for or benefit from is both important in terms 
of maximizing the benefits of collective efforts but also in avoiding duplication.  There is always a risk 
that other actors feel threatened by new or possibly competing programmes and remaining open, 
patient and engaged is important in establishing these relationships. 

Much of the work done by CS programmes falls outside of normal coordination frameworks at the 
country level such particularly the Humanitarian Cluster System and UN Development Assistance 
Frameworks (UNDAF) or if the CS programming is represented there, other actors, particularly private 

 
31 For more information on IOM’s policy with regards to Third Party Contractors see “IOM Guidelines on the Use 
of a Third Party Contractor” (November 2018). 
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sector as mentioned above, are not. This means it is often necessary to reach out beyond the normal 
coordination groups/frameworks IOM operates within to find other relevant and complementary 
actors/ programming. One of the easiest ways to do this is to ask community members and local civil 
society about other stakeholders they work with or have encountered. 

Establish an adequate evidence base 

CS programmes cannot adhere to the core programming principle of being context specific in the 
absence of context specific data and analysis on the drivers and impacts of instability. This evidence 
base should ideally be multi-method, collected using various methods to triangulate the findings. 

Sufficient time, particularly at the start-up of a project, and funds should be committed to this in the 
workplan and budget of any proposal. It may well be that assessments have already been undertaken 
and a good amount of secondary data on a target area is, therefore, available.  It may also be that 
considerable amounts of data are available that do not contribute to CS analysis directly but could be 
interpreted or presented differently to do this.  IOM’s own Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM) is one 
such example of this, particularly with respect to mobile, migrant or displaced populations.  Whilst 
DTM is predominantly humanitarian in orientation, increasingly social and conflict dynamics, 
intentions for return, and other dynamics are being incorporated.  

In cases where secondary data is not available or sufficient, baseline assessments need to be factored 
into the inception phase and budget for CS projects.  Indeed, increasingly donors will ensure this is a 
pre-requisite.  However, identifying the data that we need to know for CS programmes can be difficult 
to obtain, qualitative, and often based on general perceptions in a given area. A review of useful 
assessment methodologies is available in a later section of this operational guide. 

Just as important as an initial assessment and analysis is that the evidence base is constantly taking 
advantage of new learning from programme activities (as part of the iterative process), new 
assessments or analyses from IOM or partners and informing future implementation of the project. It 
is recommended to have a budget line for assessments and analysis that covers not only the initial 
phase but also ongoing evidence collection. More guidance on assessments and analysis is contained 
in Annex 4. 

        

            Important points 

This section aimed at providing practical guidance regarding how to minimise the risks and maximise the likelihood of CS programmes 
have a positive impact in target areas. In order to reach this objective, one must consider to : 

Ensure strong management and staffing of the programme 

- It is essential to ensure CS projects have senior and experienced leadership, typically at the P4 level. 
- for projects exceeding 10 million USD in value it is recommended that the project leadership separate the roles of 

representation, oversight, external engagement and strategy from operations 
-  include national staff in programme leadership/strategic orientation 

Establish a strong administrative and financial support 

- is recommended that project structures include dedicated finance and procurement functions as opposed to sharing 
common services with respective missions. 

- In the case of an L3 country, it is also recommended to take advantage of expedited finance, administration and 
procurement procedures whenever possible. 
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- Missions should be careful to not commit to deliverables in CS projects that the project structure and funding will prevent 
them from delivering. 
Ensure adequate time for the programme and consider a phased approach 

- When developing CS programmes ensure that adequate time is planned to allow for building trust with the communities 
and partners, building on any relationships that may have been established during the humanitarian phase. 

- Undertake participatory processes and ensure opportunities can be taken advantage of and challenges overcome. 
- When funding restrictions exists, it is recommended that the programme develop a phased approach.  

Invest in engaging with government and other counterparts to incorporate national priorities and build 
consensus around the proposed intervention 

- In crisis, post conflict or fragile states, there may we’ll be competing and even contradictory agendas / priorities and, to the 
extent possible, resolving or reconciling these will play an important role in preventing tensions in future and maintaining a 
constructive working relationship. 
Invest in orientation and training of programme staff 

- For projects over $2 million per year it is suggested that an inception workshop be organized for IOM staff to review the 
context, programme strategy, project handbook (see below), provide training if needed and also offer an opportunity for 
team building 
Producing a project document/handbook for the team 

- The handbook can explain the background, rationale for intervention, theories of change but also, and importantly, the 
modus operandi for implementation 

- In projects with a significant Rapid Stabilization Grant (RSG) mechanisms it is highly recommended to have a dedicated 
project document for the grant cycle management 
Invest time and resources in communication within the team 

- Establishing and maintaining regular communication with field colleagues can contribute to strengthening the team, 
maintaining focus on the stabilization objectives and importantly managing risks. 

- Important to ask for budget to communication materials at the beginning of a programme. 
Consult with other stakeholders 

- Much of the work done by CS programmes falls outside of normal coordination frameworks at the country level. This 
means it is often necessary to reach out beyond the normal coordination groups/frameworks IOM operates within to find 
other relevant and complementary actors/ programming. 
Establish an adequate evidence base 

- An evidence base approach should ideally be multi-method, collected using various methods to triangulate the findings 
- In cases where secondary data is not available or sufficient, baseline assessments need to be factored in to the inception 

phase and budget for CS projects. 
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VI. Annex 2: Sample Methodologies and Activities 

 
In consideration of the core programming principles that emphasise the need for context-specific, 
adaptable and flexible programmes, there is a risk that prescribing CS activities will limit the scope of 
interventions and creativity that can contribute to improved stability.  Therefore, with regard to 
methodology and activities, CS follows the basic principle that any activities that contribute to 
improvements in the Community Stabilization context and, ideally, be presented through a theory of 
change, can be considered in the CS approach. 

                                                               

                                                             Risks - Potential limits of CS Activities 

There are certain activities about which IOM staff should be cautious about automatically including 
in programming. In particular, the provision of direct technical or material support to security 
institutions, particularly in fragile or conflict affected contexts, where such groups may have 
committed acts that violate the human rights of civilians, can be impermissible.   As a UN agency, 
working with such groups must be preceded by a comprehensive risk assessment, in line with the 
UN Human Rights Due Diligence Policy.  Whilst providing such support can be very effective, it 
needs to be approached with an appropriate level of due diligence.  Similarly, when working with 
USAID or the US State Department, there are particular constraints, under Office of Foreign Assets 
Control (OFAC)  restrictions prohibiting support which elevates the social or material status of 
internationally sanctioned groups, such as ISIL, Boko Haram and Al Shabaab (including ex 
combatants).  In such cases, typically, the funder will be very clear about what is permissible and 
what is not. 

 

The following section presents a set of methodologies that are typical of and contribute to the CS 
approach.  This is followed by sample activities including how they contribute to CS objectives.  

Methodologies 

The term methodologies is distinct from core programme or overarching principles, and describes a 
set of methods or ways of implementing or approaching an activity or set of activities.  Providing a 
comprehensive guideline for the different methodologies would exceed the scope of this operational 
guide, whose purpose is to draw attention to general methodological principles and best practices.  
There is, however, a growing set of advanced methodologies and a community of practice, within IOM 
globally, on methodological approaches to CS activities, which can be accessed through regional 
technical specialists or TRD in Geneva.  

Participatory inclusive planning and monitoring 

In line with the core programming principle of being inclusively ‘community owned and driven’, 
engaging target groups in the planning for community stabilization activities is a key methodology for 
building in ownership and galvanizing groups to drive their own recovery and stability processes from 
the outset. It also can support building social cohesion, as bringing together groups that may not 
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normally interact, to work towards communal goals, can improve relationships and build a common 
vision for a community. 
 

Within the CS approach, the process of planning is of equal importance to the implementation of 
priorities identified in the plan. Where civil society has become fragmented by crises, conflict or 
drivers of instability, talking through the issues can be effective in restoring trust and understanding. 
Abiding by the CS principles of inclusive community ownership and conflict sensitivity are key. 

There is more to planning than making a plan.  Effective participatory, inclusive planning requires a 
broad range of activities to identify, engage and empower target population groups and, particularly, 
to create the civic space for populations to define their challenges and vision for the future in their 
own terms, and in a safe space. It requires more time, effort and funding to undertake this process 
and these are certainly things that should be budgeted for and accounted for in staffing structures 
and workplans. However, the end result is that the outcomes are strengthened and multiplied, as 
opposed to simply carrying out a pre-determined plan. 

The following sequence of activities provides a summary overview of the types of steps that could be 
included in a participatory inclusive planning process: 

1. Identifying and assembling and training a core facilitation team 
2. Community orientation and sensitization 
3. Formation of socio-economic representative groups 
4. Pre-planning and profiling 
5. Stakeholder and resource mapping 
6. Services, infrastructure and livelihoods mapping 
7. Conflict Analysis 
8. Problems Analysis 
9. Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats Analysis 
10. Visioning  
11. Prioritization 
12. Validation 
13. Formation of Community Based action groups 
14. Formation of Community Based Monitoring and Evaluation Groups 

Whilst each step in the process from the above list plays an important function, 3 steps warrant further 
explanation, which is provided below:  

a) Planning inclusively (steps 2 and 3) is critical but not always easy to achieve.  Marginalized 
groups may be marginalized for a reason, such as more dominant groups wishing to retain 
power in a given location or simply on grounds of discrimination by gender, ethnicity or 
xenophobia.    
 
One approach to ensure adequate inclusion that has been effective in IOM’s CS 
programmes is to support the community to self-identify into socio-economic 
representative groups, such as single female headed households, wives of combatants, 
traders, farmers, or ethnically defined or religious groups.  Whilst inviting the entire 
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community to participate in an inclusive planning process is impractical and sometimes 
impossible if certain groups do not want to meet or cooperate at first, it remains critical to 
ensure different groups within the community are adequately represented and that IOM’s 
CS approach is not contributing to further marginalization.  During the training of planning 
facilitation teams it is also important to emphasise the importance of proactively identifying 
and including a representative cross section. 

 
b) To the extent possible, the government (step 1 (above) and all that follow), or civil society if 

government is not able, should be involved or lead the participatory inclusive planning 
processes, with IOM providing technical and logistical support.  In line with core 
programming principle ‘government partnership and leadership’, supporting local 
administrations to play a role or lead can also contribute to restoring trust and confidence in 
government as well as providing a counter to alternative non-state actors assuming 
leadership roles, such as violent extremist groups.  Communities with a presence of 
traditional leaders, religious leaders or elders, such individuals, representing their 
communities should also be assigned a prominent role, including as members of the 
facilitation team. 
 
 Whilst it is acceptable for IOM staff to facilitate the participatory inclusive planning 
processes, and indeed some contexts present no alternatives, IOM staff should retain 
awareness of the limitations this can have in restoring stability at local levels.         
 

 
c) From the onset of planning, the CS approach should keep in view the need to form civic 

structures that will mobilize, implement, and even lead the monitoring and evaluation of CS 
projects (particularly steps 13 and 14).  The participatory inclusive planning process can 
contribute to restoring and strengthening social cohesion through the civic structures that 
are formed during the process. 
 
 Participatory inclusive planning and monitoring is not only a CS approach achieved through 
bringing communities together, restoring social cohesion and establishing space for civic 
dialogue, it is also a critical foundational support for longer term recovery, governance and 
development processes.  If implemented well, the CS approach can prepare communities 
and their leadership for entering a transition phase towards more stable circumstances. 

 
 
Iterative programming - Rapid Stabilization Grant (RSG) Mechanism 

Participatory inclusive planning and monitoring is, however, not the only methodology for CS 
programmes.  The rapid small grants mechanism has been the centrepiece of the Office of Transition 
Initiatives (USAID) approach for over 30 years and is increasingly gaining popularity with other donors 
and programmes.  
 
Rapid small grants (RSGs) are intended to provide expedited support in unstable contexts that will 
address drivers of instability and create stability dividends in target areas.  RSGs do not need to be 
pre-determined at the start of a project but rather can be designed and implemented as dynamic 
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contexts evolve, capitalizing on opportunities for stability dividends and responding to destabilizing 
factors. However, during this process it is important that the overall objective(s) that these grants 
contribute to be clear, with periodic checks if the objectives are still relevant and the strategy behind 
the grants is effective in moving towards these aims. 

RSGs can be managed as ‘mini projects’ within stabilization projects, with a grant value of between 
4,000 and 250,000 USD32. They can be clustered around a geographically defined area, incrementally 
supporting the process towards improved stability.  

RSGs are particularly appropriate for very unstable or fragile contexts, such as those in the immediate 
aftermath of conflict or recovery from violent extremist groups. This is because they can be 
established quickly and built on through subsequent grants but equally, unlike participatory inclusive 
planning, do not establish long term structured interventions that entrench CS programmes in a given 
area. An advantage of this approach is that it allows for an iterative model of learning, where small 
grants or investments can be made, and if successful in its aims, it can be scaled up or replicated 
elsewhere. If the original intervention is not successful it offers a chance for learning and feedback 
that can help inform future grants and programming. 

RSGs can be responsive to requests and need not be designed with a lengthy approvals or initiation 
process. However, they do need strong leadership and a well calibrated administrative and financial 
support base within IOM missions, with dedicated financial and procurement staff. 

Consideration should be given, in the design and development of CS programmes to include 
support for participatory inclusive planning and rapid small grant approaches, to broaden 
the programming options that can be tailored to diverse contexts in a given country. 

 
Community Based Public Works 

Community based public works utilizes community labour to restore public infrastructure and basic 
services. The approach mobilizes crisis affected or fragile communities, ideally with participation from 
different community groups, to take responsibility for driving their own recovery processes. 
Furthermore, the approach can be utilized with certain population groups, such as ex combatants, to 
present them in a positive light to their communities, as contributing to the public goods, and thereby 
facilitating their reintegration process. 
 
It is very important to consider any issues of sustainability of the works, if maintenance or staffing will 
be needed, and discussions with local authorities or leaders undertaken to ensure these can be 
provided. 

 Determining whether it is better to undertake local rehabilitation, construction and other 
projects using community participants in a cash for work scheme, or using private 
contractors depends on a number of considerations: 

 
32 The average size grant for OTI programmes globally is 81,269 USD. 
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• National and local labor laws and discussions with government; 

• The level of skill needed for the project, if it can be completed by community or group 
members and the time needed for training; 

• The availability of an adequate number of private contractors/companies with the ability 
to participate in a bidding process; 

• Whether the community will perceive the selection of community members or private 
companies as fair, particularly if the business community is not representative of the full 
community; 

• Ensuring that the works will not displace other paid labour or perform their job function, 
particularly at a different market rate. 

 
Cooperative entrepreneurship  

The restoration of livelihoods is an important component within CS approaches and processes.  While 
this is often done as an individual activity, in fact it can be more impactful to take a communal 
approach. The establishment of cooperatives for enterprise are a useful methodology for contributing 
to CS objectives because they bring community members together to work collectively towards 
livelihood restoration whilst restoring social cohesion concurrently.  Cooperative entrepreneurship 
can be combined with vocational training and seed capital, with examples including fishing or fish 
processing cooperatives, agricultural production and marketing cooperatives, trade and transport 
cooperatives, and tailoring groups. 
 
Support can also be provided to businesses and cooperatives through communal infrastructure like 
facilities for local markets, cooperative equipment, value chain improvements, providing open source 
technology or solar street lighting. This improves the environment in which individual businesses 
operate, multiplying the impact. 

To the extent possible, assess local contexts to understand labour markets, including 
growth sectors, labour absorption capacity and value chains such that technical or material 
capacity support is appropriate, sustainable and based on local economic needs.  

It is also important to have capacity to assess the market sustainability of specific activities 
so as not to decrease yields through overabundance of the same actions (e.g. training 20 
carpenters in a single village, etc.) 

 
Creating Space for civic dialogue 

Although this methodology is also covered under inclusive participatory planning, creating space for 
civic dialogue need not necessarily lead to a plan or recovery process.  In areas where communities 
have lived in fear, been suppressed from expressing their views, culture or values in public spaces, 
support for the restoration of such issues can be catalytic in restoring normalcy and stability to an 
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area.  Support to increase the level of interaction across the community and with the leadership can 
contribute to restoring trust and understanding. 

This can also include work with media or other platforms that disseminate information and facilitate 
discussions like civil society organizations. In some contexts, these actors have played a role in driving 
conflict, divisions or crisis, in other places they are a positive influence but lack capacity and strength. 
Supporting these outlets to hold peaceful and inclusive dialogue will allow local actors to take the lead 
of dealing with issues in their community, but in a positive manner. 

Activities 

Building on the core programming principles, which provide overarching guidance for CS programmes, 
and the methodologies, which recommend ways of working, a sample but not exhaustive set of 
activities, organized around core CS thematic areas are tabulated below.  In the third column their 
potential link with CS objectives is provided, as this may impact not only on which activities are 
selected but how they are implemented. 

Thematic Area Sample Activities Contribution to CS objectives 

Dialogue and 
Communication 

 Participatory inclusive Planning 
 Public debates 
 Street theatre / mobile theatre 
 Cultural events and competitions 
 Launch events for public infrastructure 

and other stabilization projects 
 Inter-community dialogue 
  Peace dialogues and events 
 Live radio call in programmes  

 

 Supports communities to re-engage, 
establish peaceful dialogue and 
provide an alternative to conflict 

 Establishes stronger links across 
different community groups and 
their leadership 

 Provides a recreational avenue to 
address contemporary issues in the 
public domain 

Peace-building 
and social 
cohesion 

 Monitoring of tensions, community 
acceptance of return, etc. 

 Conflict mediation and reconciliation 
conferences 

 Inter-community sports events 
 Arts and culture activities (such as art 

competitions, traditional cultural days) 
  Psychosocial support 
 Establishment and or strengthening of 

civil society groups 
 Community policing, neighbourhood 

watch or community security initiatives 

 Tailored and targeted interventions 
to address conflict drivers and 
resolve disputes 

 Provides symbols of peace and 
common unity, such as traditional 
arts and culture, particular as a 
counter-narrative to violent 
insurgency or extremist groups 

 Strengthens the role of civil society in 
providing for communities as well as 
holding local administrations 
accountable for services. 

Governance and 
security 
institutions 

 Technical and capacity support to local 
administrations to improve their 
accountability and effectiveness 

 Government / community consultation 
events 

 Establishment of feedback and 
complaints mechanisms 

 Restores trust and confidence in local 
administrations and in so doing 
counters illegitimate leadership or 
other drivers of instability  

 Supports local administrations to be 
accountable to constitutions and 
more effective 

 Improves local security 
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 Training on approaches to local 
government  

 Support for the development of local 
policies and normative frameworks 

 Government promotional events, such as 
a ‘government week’ 

 Strengthens communication with 
communities 

 Promotes understanding of the role 
of government 

Public 
Infrastructure 
and basic 
services 

 

 (Re)construction and rehabilitation of 
public infrastructure (roads, bridges, 
canals, sewage systems) and basic 
services (schools, hospitals) 

 Training and equipping community based 
teams for the maintenance of public 
infrastructure 

 Community based public works 
 Community based ‘cash based 

interventions’ (clean up campaigns, 
feeder road re-grading, foliage clearance, 
debris removal) 

 Mobilizes communities to take 
collective action to improve their 
environment 

 Provides tangible recovery and 
development benefits as a result of 
community planning, dialogue and 
engagement processes.  Community 
engagement and planning is 
ineffective unless it leads to tangible 
results 

 If provided through government, 
restores trust and confidence in local 
administrations 

 Addresses residual humanitarian 
needs through employment and 
wealth creation 

Housing  (Re)construction and Rehabilitation of 
housing 

 Community based titling (for allocation of 
land and tenure security) 

 Community based settlement upgrading 

 Addresses a key basic need, 
particularly in areas impacted by 
displacement and / or rural urban 
migration 

 Addresses conflicts over land 
 Mobilizes communities to take 

collective action to improve their 
environment 

Economic 
recovery 

 Market and credit access 
 Disbursement of cash to start-up 

businesses 
 Disbursement of assets (seeds, livestock, 

etc.) 
 Vocational and skills training 
 Establishment of micro-enterprise 

cooperative 
 Value Chain strengthening 

 Supports livelihood restoration and 
strengthening, to mitigate negative 
coping mechanisms and reduce inter 
communal tension 

 Establish foundations for economic 
recovery and poverty reduction 

 Strengthens social cohesion through 
community level economic activities 

 
As mentioned previously, the CS approach recognizes the importance of combining activities under 
the different thematic areas, to ensure holistic and comprehensive support facilitates improvements 
in the stability context.  Activities implemented in isolation or ‘by sector’ may limited the impact of a 
programme by failing to capitalize on secondary impacts, leaving gaps on which related activities 
depends or on the multiplier effects that results in combining activities through area-based 
approaches. 

        

            Important points 
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Participatory inclusive planning and monitoring 

a) Planning inclusively is critical but not always easy to achieve.   
b) To the extent possible, the government, or civil society if government is not able, should be involved or lead the 

participatory inclusive planning processes, with IOM providing technical and logistical support.   
c) From the onset of planning, the CS approach should keep in view the need to form civic structures that will mobilize, 

implement, and even lead the monitoring and evaluation of CS projects 
 

Iterative programming - Rapid Stabilization Grant (RSG) Mechanism 

RSGs do not need to be pre-determined at the start of a project but rather can be designed and implemented as dynamic contexts 
evolve, capitalizing on opportunities for stability dividends and responding to destabilizing factors. 

The overall objective(s) that these grants contribute to must be clear, with periodic checks if the objectives are still relevant and the 
strategy behind the grants is effective in moving towards these aims. 

RSGs are particularly appropriate for very unstable or fragile contexts, such as those in the immediate aftermath of conflict or recovery 
from violent extremist groups. 

RSGs can be responsive to requests and need not be designed with a lengthy approvals or initiation process. 

Community Based Public Works 

It is very important to consider any issues of sustainability of the works, if maintenance or staffing will be needed, and discussions with 
local authorities or leaders undertaken to ensure these can be provided. 

Determining whether it is better to undertake local rehabilitation, construction and other projects using community participants in a 
cash for work scheme, or using private contractors depends on a number of considerations, that must be considering during the planning 
and implementation phase. 

Cooperative entrepreneurship and communal market support 

While this is often done as an individual activity, in fact it can be more impactful to take a communal approach. 

Support can be provided to businesses and cooperatives through communal infrastructure. This improves the environment in which 
individual businesses operate, multiplying the impact. 

To the extent possible, assess local contexts to understand labour markets, including growth sectors, labour absorption capacity 
and value chains such that technical or material capacity support is appropriate, sustainable and based on local economic needs.  

It is important to have capacity to assess the market sustainability of specific activities so as not to decrease yields through 
overabundance of the same actions (e.g. training 20 carpenters in a single village, etc.) 

Creating Space for civic dialogue 

Support to increase the level of interaction across the community and with the leadership can contributing to restoring trust and 
understanding. 

This can also include work with media or other platforms that disseminate information and facilitate discussions like civil society 
organization. 
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VII. Annex 3: Monitoring and Evaluation for Community 
Stabilization 

Monitoring and Evaluation for Community Stabilization projects can be complex. The ultimate 
measure of the stabilization impact is through the impact of the sum-total of area-based interventions 
have in improving the overall local stability context.  This is both difficult to measure and to attribute 
to the specific interventions being implemented, as a broad range of influencing factors will impact on 
the stability context, outside the scope of the intervention being evaluated.     

Whilst a full description of monitoring and evaluation frameworks for community stabilization 
programmes is beyond the scope of this operational guide, the following three levels of Monitoring 
and Evaluation approaches/levels should be considered during the design and implementation of 
community stabilization interventions.  

M&E at the output level 
At the simplest level of M&E, outputs and output indicators are used to measure the immediate, 
tangible result of resources committed, such as the number of street lights installed and functioning; 
the equipment delivered and installed at a district administrators office; a mediation conference 
completed or training provided.  None of these directly contribute to understanding the contribution 
of the programme to stability in target areas but remain important for project monitoring and donor 
reporting. 

M&E at the outcome level 
For Community Stabilization Projects, M&E at the outcome level becomes somewhat more difficult 
because the ‘change we want to see’ needs to be considered, which is usually a more fundamental 
change in skills, behaviour, attitudes or relationships. Examples of this include changes in the 
perception of communities towards their leadership, or each other; a decrease in animosities between 
communities that previously experienced tensions or conflicts; or improvements in the economy of a 
target area as a pre-cursor to improvements in the stabilization context.  Outcome level changes are 
often long term, and may even take effect after a project has closed. 

Obtaining information in support of outcome level M&E is both intensive and often qualitative or 
based on proxy indicators.  In practice, the easiest way to obtain information is through semi-
structured interviews, focus group discussions, or key informant interviews during and after an 
intervention.   

IOM projects in the past have also made use of community-based monitoring and evaluation 
committees, including those with government in attendance.  Such committees, once trained, are an 
innovative way to contribute to project M&E because it empowers individuals to be accountable for 
their progress but also further increases the space for dialogue and community engagement.  

In reality, a combination of methods will be required, to ensure the delivery of outputs against targets 
agreed with the donor, and the longer-term outcome level changes that were foreseen at the point 
of project design. 
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M&E to evaluate changes in the overall context 
 
Although similar to outcome level M&E, evaluating changes in the overall context is long term 
approach to provide a macro data and analysis on the level of fragility, stability of maturity of a given 
area.  The focus of evaluation might not be related to specific interventions provided through the 
project, but rather a measure or snapshot of where a location is on a spectrum from fragility to 
stability.  Common types of indicators include: the number and severity of localised land or community 
group based conflicts; the extant presence or proximity of violent extremist or militia groups; crime 
rates in the area targeted for intervention or access to and from a given location as a result in 
improvement to the security or infrastructure. 

 Results matrix vs theories of change 

The relative merits and shortcomings of results matrixes and theories of change respectively are 
subject to ongoing debate.  For IOM projects results matrixes are required to establish an intervention 
logic linking up resources with the overall aims of the project and to enable the final evaluation of the 
project.33 Theories of change, on the other hand, are gaining popularity and are for some CS donors 
the preferred tool for defining the intervention logic.  

Theories of change provide a logical basis for establishing and evaluating the rationale for 
intervention.  They link a change in a target group, institution or environment (as a result of an 
intervention) with an overarching outcome and bring into focus the assumptions on which this is 
based.  Theories of change, therefore provide important strategic guidance at the planning phase, but 
also when evaluating progress or impact (did the change occur, and did it achieve the envisaged 
outcome? Were the assumption on which the outcomes were based accurate or is adaptation of the 
intervention logic or methodology needed)? 

The following are examples of Theories of change that can be used for Community Stabilization 
Programmes.  Whilst presented under separate thematic areas (community, institutional, and 
economic levels), they are also interlinked.  

Overall Theory of Change 

If communities in areas impacted by conflict, violent extremism and displacement are supported to 
co-exist peacefully then essential foundations for long term transition and recovery will be established 
because residual/emergent drivers of instability, conflict and extremism, will not be able to re-
establish themselves by exploiting residual conflicts and tensions or vacuums in the governance or 
security domains. 

Supplementary Theories of Change 

Community 

 
33 More information on IOM’s use of Results Matrices generally and examples can be found in the IOM Project 
Handbook on pages 119-152. 
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If diverse population groups in areas impacted by conflict, violent extremism and displacement are 
supported to engage in dialogue, joint planning and community recovery then the likelihood of 
resurgent conflicts emerging in those areas will be reduced because communities will establish a 
shared vision for recovery and development; rebuild trust with one another and take ownership of 
their own recovery processes. 

If communities including in areas impacted by conflict, violent extremism and displacement are 
engaged in identifying and driving priorities for recovery then more resilient communities will be 
established because affected groups will take ownership of and contribute to their own recovery 
processes and different population groups will restore trust, confidence and tolerance with one 
another, through working together. 

Institutions 
If local government administrations are supported to lead the planning, civic engagement, 
coordination and implementation of transition and recovery processes then stability in highly 
impacted areas will be improved because trust and confidence in government administrations will be 
established /restored. 

Economic 
If communities in areas impacted by conflict, violent extremism and displacement are able to restore 
their livelihoods then the likelihood of individuals resorting to negative coping mechanisms (such as 
criminality or violent extremism) as a means of income will be reduced because communities will be 
able to survive. 
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VIII.  Annex 4: Linkages with Global Policies and 
Frameworks 

Currently within IOM and the broader aid, development, and peace community, there are substantial 
developments taking place on how to deliver support to crisis affected or fragile populations. It is 
essential that, to the extent possible, IOM’s CS programmes are cognizant of and aligned with these 
global developments for the following reasons. 

Firstly, the emergent policies and frameworks are based on a history of best practice and intended to 
afford more coherence and effectiveness to the way stakeholders work. Secondly, through aligning 
with existing policies and frameworks, this will also promote IOM’s alignment with the complementary 
initiatives of other partners, who in turn are making efforts to provide coherence and predictability in 
the way they work. Finally, a number of donor partners, and UN funding streams are adopting some 
of the commitments made, for example, through the Grand Bargain, and New Way of Working 
(NWOW). Demonstrating IOM’s support for these through the programmes that we develop will, 
therefore, gravitate the CS approaches around standard and accepted best practices. 

Following are a sample, but not by any stretch an exhaustive list, of some of the key policies and 
frameworks that have implications for the way CS programmes are developed and implemented, 
starting first with the global policies and frameworks, and moving to IOM’s policies and frameworks 
thereafter. Many of the principles are already referenced in this operational guide. 

Global 

New Way of Working (NWOW) and the Humanitarian Development Peace Nexus (HDPN) 

In 2018, approximately 40 million people live in displacement as a result of conflict and violence in the 
world. Each year, another 25 million people on average are displaced due to disaster. With IDPs in 
conflict situations remaining displaced for an average of 17 years, protracted displacement is 
increasingly becoming the norm. At the same time, the humanitarian community is facing ever greater 
funding gaps. This has generated a recognition that humanitarian tools to meet needs are not enough, 
and that concerted efforts are needed to resolve displacement and reduce need over time. 
 

The World Humanitarian Summit along with the Grand Bargain in 2016, thus generated a commitment 
to improve humanitarian development collaboration, through the Humanitarian Development Nexus 
(HDN). That same year the Sustaining Peace Agenda which was adopted through a Security Council 
and a General Assembly resolution (SC/RES 2282; 2016) respectively, emphasized that conflict remains 
the main driver of humanitarian needs and underlined the importance of addressing the peace 
dimension and linking this to development, humanitarian and human rights efforts. This generated 
the Humanitarian Development Peace Nexus (HDPN), or what is sometimes referred to as the ‘triple 
nexus’. In pursuit of these efforts the international community has embarked on a New Way of 
Working (NWoW) entailing the following dimensions: 

 Pursuing joint approaches towards collective outcomes: This means applying joint 
assessments, analysis, planning, programming and financing towards collective outcomes that 
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cut across the humanitarian, recovery, peace and development phases of a crisis, recognizing 
their inter-dependence and mutually reinforcing impact. The collective outcomes should 
entail commonly agreed measurable results or impacts in reducing people’s needs, risks and 
vulnerabilities and increasing their resilience, in a manner that draws on the combined effort 
of different actors; 

 Applying a multi-year approach: This means analyzing, strategizing, planning and financing 
operations that build over several years to achieve context-specific and, at times, dynamic 
targets in order to plan for and progressively reduce needs, risks and vulnerability in line with 
the 2030 Agenda; 

 Building local capacities: This means reinforcing (rather than replacing) existing national and 
local capacities to enhance resilience.  

 Applying comparative advantages: This means making the best use of the unique, 
demonstrated capacity and expertise (not limited solely to a mandate) of one individual, group 
or institution to meet needs and contribute to risk and vulnerability reduction, over the 
capacity of another actor. 

 These dimensions of the NWOW are supported by the Secretary General’s reform agenda 
which among other things, have set out an elevated role for Humanitarian and Resident 
Coordinators (RC/HCs) and accountability of UN agencies funds and programmes towards the 
RC/HC with a view to improving coherence within the UN ‘system’. 

 
In order contribute to collective outcomes and joint approaches, areas-based-approaches have 
emerged as a common practical means to achieve this.  Applying programmes at district or settlement 
level rather than by thematic area, as referenced in the section of this guidance note on ‘who is the 
community’. The CS approach is strongly aligned with this concept and adds weight to the adoption 
of such approaches within IOM’s CS portfolio going forward. 

For IOM’s CS approaches, given their alignment with NWOW principles and their relevance, it is 
strongly recommended that IOM staff consider how they can find practical application through the CS 
programmes.  

Sustainable Development Goals 

IOM’s CS approach focuses on building a platform for development interventions before, during or 
after crisis so they should ensure they are aligned with, and moving towards, the SDGs in the various 
sectors of engagement. Many of the communities CS programmes work with are at risk of being “left 
behind” from traditional development initiatives by the national governments or international 
organizations. This means that even though stabilization work may not be considered “development” 
at the country level, programmes should still be aware of conversations and planning being done so 
that the CS approach can link in to these processes when the context is ripe. 
 
Given the wide variety of sectors that can be addressed within CS programmes, it is recommended to 
review the SDGs to determine which targets are relevant for these sectors as well as the populations 
the CS programme is working with. For more information on the intersections between migration and 
the SDGs and how to support governments to reach their targets, see IOM’s publication Migration and 
the 2030 Agenda: A Practitioner’s Guide. 
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Security Council Resolution S/RES/2282 (2016), S/RES/70/262) (2016) and the Secretary 
General’s Report on  Peacebuilding and Sustaining peace (January; 2018)  

Building on Security Council Resolution S/RES/2282 and S/RES/70/262, incoming Secretary General, 
Antonio Guterres committed to take practical steps towards the attainment of these resolutions 
through structural reforms within the UN system and closer integration in the UN’s approaches to 
peacebuilding and peace-keeping. The Security Council Resolutions draw further attention to the 
linkages between different themes and modalities34, as well as putting at the centre issues such as 
participatory approaches, state ownership and the promotion of good governance35. 

In light of the current priorities of the UN on peacebuilding and sustaining peace, the augmented 
support to and envisaged role of the UN Peace Building Support Office as well as the CS approach’s 
clear contribution to this agenda, CS projects should give full consideration to the security council 
resolution and SGs report. 

Community level engagement by the United Nations is another critical components of sustaining 
peace. Developing participatory approaches that involve civil society and local communities is 
instrumental in peacebuilding as well as in preventing violent extremism and addressing the 
conditions conducive to terrorism. 

IOM Specific Frameworks 

Since its foundation 60 years ago, IOM has expanded its scope of activities in keeping with changing 
circumstances to provide a comprehensive set of responses for and policy advice on migration issues. 
IOM increasingly engages in programming intended to address ever-evolving challenges to stability, 
by supporting local, regional and national level recovery of lost resources and capacity, providing the 
transitional bridge towards longer term development plans. In line with its mandate, IOM’s 
community stabilization initiatives promote humane and orderly migration in several ways: 

1. By being flexible, context-specific, multi-sectorial and linking to other IOM programmatic 
areas, CS programming assists in meeting the growing operational challenges of migration 
management; 

 
34 The Security Council Resolution emphasizes the need: ‘To promote an integrated, strategic and coherent 
approach to peacebuilding, noting that security, development and human rights are closely interlinked and 
mutually reinforcing’ (Pp.2; 2016). 
35 These principles are aligned with the Security Council Resolution S/RES/2282, which emphasizes: ‘the 
importance of a comprehensive approach to sustaining peace, particularly through the prevention of conflict and 
addressing its root causes, strengthening the rule of law at the international and national levels, and promoting 
sustained and sustainable economic growth, poverty eradication, social development, sustainable development, 
national reconciliation and unity including through inclusive dialogue and mediation, access to justice and 
transitional justice, accountability, good governance, democracy, accountable institutions, gender equality and 
respect for, and protection of, human rights and fundamental freedoms (Security Council Resolution S/RES/2282, 
Pp2; 2016). 
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2. By supporting sustainable and locally-owned development for returnees, displaced 
populations and host communities, CS programming encourages social and economic 
development through migration; 

3. By addressing the root causes of instability and forced migration, CS programming advances 
understanding of migration issues; 

4. By promoting access to basic social services, livelihoods and durable solutions for returnees 
(and hosts) and resettled populations, CS programming upholds the human dignity and well-
being of migrants. 

Migration Governance Framework (MiGOF) 

Within IOM’s Migration Governance Framework, Community Stabilization programmes fall within 
Objective 2, in that we are supporting states and partners to “effectively address the mobility 
dimensions of crises”. Objective 2 ensures that the international community not only addresses the 
immediate effects of crises but also addresses the prevention of crises, promotion of solutions for 
affected communities and addressing the drivers of crises in recovery and transitions phases, all of 
which are entry points for using the community stabilization approach.  

Furthermore, CS programmes should always ensure they are aligned with the three principles in 
MiGOF; adherence to international standards and fulfilment of migrants’ rights, formulates policy 
using evidence and “whole of government” approach and engages with partners to address migration 
and related issues. These principles, as they relate to CS programmes, have been mainstreamed into 
the CS principles. 

 

Migration Crisis Operational Framework (MCOF) 

In 2012 IOM developed the Migration Crisis Operational Framework (MCOF) as a practical, 
operational and institution-wide tool to improve and systematize the way in which the Organization 
supports its Member States and partners to better prepare for and respond to migration crises. Of the 
15 sectors identified in the framework, sector 7 is “Activities to Support Community Stabilization and 
Transition”, where CS programmes are situated. In addition to CS interventions this sector also covers 
peacebuilding and transition activities of the organization which covers Demobilization, Disarmament 
and Reintegration (DDR) of former combatants, electoral support activities and other peacebuilding 
initiatives. 

Note that these different sectors do not need to be separately implemented, in fact CS programmes 
can integrate other sectors, such as Psychosocial Support, Land and Property Support or Re-
integration Assistance, quite easily into its activities and through its methodology. The design of CS 
programmes should always first be led by identifying the drivers of instability, then deploying the 
appropriate sectors and methodologies to address them. 

Progressive Resolution of Displacement Situations Framework 

The international community has identified three options to provide durable solutions to 
displacement; sustainable voluntary return, sustainable settlement elsewhere and sustainable local 
integration. However given the difficulty of reaching these durable solutions and the rise in protracted 
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situations of displacement, in 2016, IOM adopted a new framework – the Progressive Resolution 
of Displacement Situations (PRDS) Framework – to guide IOM and inform its partners to frame 
and navigate the complexity of forced migration dynamics and support efforts to progressively resolve 
displacement situations. The PRDS Framework promotes an inclusive, resilience-based approach and 
embraces mobility strategies that support progression towards resolving displacement, while ensuring 
safety nets are in place to avoid potentially harmful mobility strategies. 
 
CS programmes can play a pivotal role in creating conducive conditions for the attainment of durable 
solutions by displaced populations and supporting resilience of populations in situations of protracted 
displacement by working to stabilize return areas or supporting host communities and displaced 
populations together. The CS approach can be very useful to operationalize the PRDS framework on 
the ground, particularly through a multi-sectoral and participatory approach at the community level 
to support displaced populations and affected communities to find solutions and recover from crisis. 
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IX. Annex 5: Partners, donors and coordination 
Establishing strong and open partnerships with partners defined within a CS programme, including the 
government, donors and other transition and recovery actors, is important to build a shared 
understanding of the programme, manage expectations and maximise impact through collective 
action. IOM’s CS programming fosters strong partnerships locally with community, government, civil 
society and international community stakeholders, regionally between IOM offices to ensure 
coordinated responses to forced migration, and centrally with UN and other international agencies, 
research centers, and Member States. 

Donors 

There are various funding mechanisms that support projects that aim at integrating conflict 
prevention, post-conflict reconstruction, peace-building and development. In addition, donors focus 
on projects that are comprehensive, inclusive, support local ownership, and mainstream gender and 
youth issues. 

Donors have funded CS programmes through specific instruments aimed at recovery, transitions or 
fragility, but also through traditional development or humanitarian instruments.36 It depends upon 
the context and the donor interlocutor but it is important to keep an open line of communication with 
donors, both humanitarian, development and peacebuilding or transition representatives at the 
country level to discuss where funding could be available for these programs. 

Key Donors include: 

Bilateral Donors 
 United States: United States Agency for International Development (USAID)/Office of 

Transition Initiatives (OTI) 
 EU: Instrument for Contributing to Security and Peace (ICSP)/ECHO/DEVCO 
 Government of Japan 
 Spain’s Agencia española de Cooperación Internacional para el Desarrolloand (AECID) 
 Government of Switzerland 
 Canada’s Peace and Stabilization Operations Program (PSOPs) 
 UK: DfID/Conflict Stability and Security Fund (CSSF) 
 Federal Office of the Government of Germany 

UN and Joint Funds 
 UN Peacebuilding Fund (UNPBF) 
 UN Trust Fund for Human Security (UNTFHS) 
 The World Bank 
 UN Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF)37 

 
36 For example in 2018, the EU has funded CS programmes in different countries through ECHO, DEVCO and IcSP, 
all separate instruments and often separate focal points at the country level. 
37 CERF has traditionally been exclusively focused on the provision of short-term humanitarian assistance, but 
recent allocations have also included more transition and recovery oriented programming. 
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Other current and past donors and partners include Member States including Australia, Colombia, 
Italy, Republic of Korea, the Netherlands, Peru, Philippines, Romania, Sweden, the UN Central 
Emergency Response Fund, UN Common Humanitarian Fund, UNDP, UNHCR, UNICEF, DPPA and WFP 
among others. 

Coordination 

Multi-partner coordination and cooperation is important for CS approaches.  IOM is rarely operating 
alone in a given context and in most cases will be working alongside humanitarian, governance and 
other partners. In many cases, the CS approach can serve as a transition from, or providing a 
foundation/enabling environment for complementary thematic approaches.   However, whereas the 
humanitarian cluster system provides a systematic, and understood system for coordination, the 
stabilization approaches have not, and arrangements vary between countries.   Furthermore, given 
that CS is a multi-sectoral approach, the question of with whom to coordinate and who not to 
coordinate can be problematic in country missions.  Coordination meetings are extremely time-
consuming so a judicious approach to deciding when to be around the table is essential.   

Improving internal communication within the missions, such that colleagues can represent the CS 
approach in the meetings they attend and provide feedback from the meetings is a good idea, but will 
also require sustained efforts to sensitize colleagues to the CS approach.  

IASC Clusters and Early Recovery 

While the Early Recovery Clusters have been disbanded at the country level, there is still scope for 
integrating early recovery thinking through CS programming into cluster processes. This is often done 
through the Humanitarian/Resident Coordinator’s office, through an Early Recovery Advisor or 
through the work of the cluster leads at country level. 

Stabilization Specific coordination fora 

If a specific stabilization group exists in the country of operations, the programme leadership should 
both attend and be prepared to present on IOM’s activities in this area. These groups could also be 
called resilience working groups, typically led by FAO and / or WFP.  However, the drawback with 
resilience working groups is on their focus on food security, over other factors of vulnerability.  
However, the concept of stabilization is also interpreted quite broadly by the range of partners 
working in this area.  Some apply a definition closely aligned with activities following military 
operations under the clear-hold-build38 model, others, such as UNDP focus more on infrastructure and 
institution strengthening to establish systems for good governance.  IOM’s principle focus, on the 
other hand, is on areas impacted by or at risk of migration and displacement, and ensuring improved 
stability, predominantly at community levels, to improve the displacement/migration stability 
contexts. 

In reality, different interpretations, as represented at such fora are strongly related to each other and 
understanding IOM’s approach vis-à-vis those of others is important to leverage synergies and 
complementarities.  

 
38 U.S. Army, Counterinsurgency Operations, 2004, p. 3–11. To access the document please click here. 
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In crisis, conflict or fragile countries, there may also be groups with different titles that focus on very 
similar issues, such as Countering and Preventing Violent Extremism (P/CVE), Durable Solutions, Civil 
Military Cooperation (CIMIC), or Peace and State building working/coordination groups.  

The overarching guidance point is to ensure IOM’s CS programme is represented, to understand how 
it relates to those of others and to contribute to common goals of improved stability.   

Development Coordination Frameworks 

 
In some crisis or transition contexts, development coordination frameworks, such as UN Sustainable 
Development Cooperation Framework (UNSDCF), may put forward an interim plan, or may choose 
to cover also stabilization and recovery activities, noting that given the ongoing UN reforms, UNDAFs 
may be replaced with a more integrated approach, inclusive of national development plans, non-
governmental organizations and the UN.  Given the global commitments to strengthen the 
Humanitarian, Development, Peace nexus, if anything, opportunities to coordinate should be 
improving rather than vice versa.  For CS programming to make an effective contribution to the HDN 
agenda, programmes need to be implemented with full awareness of what came before, what is 
concurrent and the longer-term programmes that could follow.   
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X. Annex 6: Beneficiaries 
As the UN Migration agency, population groups of primary concern include individuals in forced 
migration situations.  This includes IDPs, individuals who migrated, for example to urban centres, in 
distress situations and particularly returnees.   

However, given the core programming principle related to area-based approaches, it is particularly 
important for the CS approach to not focus exclusively on displaced, mobile or migrant populations. 
The preferential provision of support to such groups can, in its own right, be a driver of conflict, by 
creating friction between who receives and who does not.  Therefore, the means to lay the foundation 
for long term recovery and mitigate destabilizing factors, through the CS approach, is achieved by 
addressing whole of community needs and promoting interaction between the different population 
groups, such as IDPs and their hosts. 

Needs vs capacities 

In terms of targeting, identifying priority groups for CS support can present somewhat of a dilemma.  
On one hand, IOM’s programmes ‘support those with the greatest needs’, particularly humanitarian 
programming, and there is justification for this in CS programming.  However, given the importance 
of enabling communities to drive their own recovery and stabilization processes, it is also important 
to include sufficient beneficiary numbers in the programme that have capacity, through being labour 
endowed, for leadership or other positive contributions to the programme. A summary of 
beneficiaries typically targeted through CS programmes is provided below. 

a) IDPs and Refugees: The return, resettlement or local integration of IDPs and refugees can add 
a strain on weak national and local institutions and can cause or exacerbate tensions between 
IDPs/refugees and the host community, therefore, needs of both IDPs/refugees and host 
communities need to be addressed in CS programs.  

b) Communities hosting IDPs: CS programmes should not only focus on assisting vulnerable, 
marginalized or displaced persons, but address the needs of host communities as well. When 
activities are designed in isolation to assist only certain groups, grievances amongst 
community members may arise, thus causing or exacerbating tensions between vulnerable 
groups and host communities. In addition, reintegration solutions and assistance should 
include the direct participation of members of the host community and also ensure that the 
needs of the community are taken into account. Activities include confidence and peace-
building measures and the sensitization of communities of absorption. 

c) Local and National Authorities: An initial trigger for the implementation of a CS programme 
is when local and national authorities lack the capacity to prevent or mitigate tension and 
address factors that cause instability and displacement. In fact, the inability of authorities to 
address issues that cause tension or to deliver essential services can even fuel instability. 
Therefore, it is crucial that CS programmes include, when possible, training and capacity 
building for local and national authorities and include them in CS activities. This will allow 
authorities not only to improve their capacity, but also increases their legitimacy and limits 
the influence of spoilers. In addition, certain activities, such as confidence-building and 
conflict resolution activities allow for the interaction between authorities and communities, 
building the foundations for trust and sustainable peace. 
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d) Minorities: In a community, when the rights of minorities are not respected and systems and 
institutions favour one group over another, negative intergroup feelings such as mistrust, 
misconceptions and fear are hardened thus causing grievances, tension, and oftentimes, 
conflict. Therefore, during CS programmes, it is important to protect the rights of minorities, 
if different from host communities, and address their needs, while also ensure that the needs 
of the host community are taken into account.  Activities can range from inter-group dialogue 
and peace-building to improving governance and institutions to ensure that minority rights 
are respected. In addition, including members of all groups in CS activities is crucial for the 
sustainability and legitimacy of the programme.  

e) Women: Although not a homogenous group, women can be particularly vulnerable during 
and after a crisis and should be included in all CS activities, as their engagement “is necessary 
to ensure sustainable peace, economic recovery, and social well-being.”39 This is, however, 
not always the case and should not be to the exclusion of vulnerable men who may experience 
the same or different vulnerabilities, such as recruitment by armed actors.  
 
Women have been recognized as a valuable resource in peace building, economic planning, 
stabilization and reconstruction, and their involvement has shown to increase the legitimacy, 
sustainability and success of programmes.40 As outlined by the UN Security Council Resolution 
1325 on Women, Peace and Security, women should be included and participate in decision-
making processes, their rights and needs should be protected, and gender-sensitive 
perspectives need to be integrated into all peace programmes.41 In accordance with UNSCR 
1325 (and SDGs42), women should be included in all phases of CS programmes: assessments 
and consultations, decision making, trainings, implementation of activities, and monitoring 
and evaluation. Activities that focus on generating livelihoods and economic opportunities 
should also include a special focus on the specific needs of women. 43 

f) At-risk Youth: Adolescents and young adults are at great risk during and after conflict. They 
are frequently exposed to forced recruitment into armed groups, sexual violence, abuse and 
exploitation, and often lack access to basic services such as health and education. If their 
needs are not addressed, they generally find themselves lacking skills and face limited 
employment opportunities and thus often engage in illicit activities or join armed groups, 
ultimately hindering peace-building and stabilization efforts. According to the Center for 
Research and Dialogue, “with adequate support, guidance and skills, they (youth) can provide 
the foundation for building peace and rebuilding lives and communities. Their participation in 

 
39 United States Institute of Peace, Guiding Principles for Stabilization and Reconstruction, 2009. 
40 Mendelson-Forman, Johanna and Merriam Mashatt. “Employment Generation and Economic Development in 
Stabilization and Reconstruction Operations.” Stabilization and Reconstruction, no. 6 (March 2007). 
41 United Nations Security Council, Resolution 1325 (2000), S/RES/1325 (2000), 31 October 2000. 
42 Women Empowerment and Gender Equality are central in the Transformative Agenda 2030 for Sustainable 
Development, adopted in 2015. Agenda 2030 states, “The achievement of full human potential and of 
sustainable development is not possible if one half of humanity continues to be denied its full human rights and 
opportunities 
43 For more information regarding the different UN SC resolutions, please check 
http://www.unwomen.org/en/what-we-do/peace-and-security/global-norms-and-standards  
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decision-making processes of concern to them (…) can empower them to be agents of positive 
change in their society.”44 

 
44 Center for Research and Development, “Youth Peace Building in Somalia - A partnership between CRD & 
UNICEF”. To have access to the document please click here. 
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XI. Annex 7: Assessment 
As referenced in previous sections, CS contexts, by virtue of being ‘unstable’ are inherently dynamic 
and unpredictable.  The transition from instability to stability can be non-linear and there are many 
global examples in which fragile peace and security is not sustained, with areas backsliding into conflict 
and violence. 

Assessment45, therefore, which is intrinsic to Monitoring and Evaluation (see above section) should be 
an ongoing process of assessing and re-assessing evolving situations.  As referenced in the section on 
practical guidance, where insufficient data on the stability of a target location is available, a baseline 
assessment is an important activity at the inception phase of a programme to insure interventions are 
tailored to the destabilizing influences that they are trying to address. For example, in a given district 
recovered from the control of militia groups, what are the causes of tension that pre-date the group, 
what has been created or exacerbated by militia occupation and what are the key thematic areas. 
Whereas CS is premised on multi-sector, integrated support, a solid context analysis may inform which 
programme components need to be emphasized as well as the sequencing and critical path.  

Assessment should take into consideration the who, as much as the what is influencing the dynamics 
on the ground.  It is important to understand the roles, positive and negative, as well as levels of 
influence of different stakeholders.  Such assessments could identify ‘spoilers’ whose influence in a 
community may be destabilizing, and ‘connectors’ or change agents being the individuals who, with 
support, could have a catalytic positive impact on the stability of a given area. 

Methodologies for obtaining baseline or ongoing assessment data can benefit a mixed methods 
approach, where numeric or binomial data (such as that describing the number of functionality of 
different basic services) is combined with less tangible information such as the perceptions of a 
community towards their leadership and each other. 

The following assessment approaches are, therefore, recommended in the design and 
implementation of assessments (presented as types of assessment and assessment methodologies). 

Types of Assessment 

Focus Group Discussions: Conducted through the convening of discussions with different 
representative samples of the community in a given area (such as women, men, youth, IDPs, different 
ethnic groups; elders etc) 

Key Informant Interviews:   Discussions with key representative individuals in the community, such as 
community leaders or elders; local government administrations; representatives of different socio-
economic groups; and local security actors. 

Geo-Spatial Mapping: Whilst the predominant focus of CS approaches is on people, relationships and 
social cohesion, it is also important to compile an inventory of the basic or public infrastructure, 
markets and their level of functionality in a given area.  In many cases, such data will already be 

 
45 Guidance in this section is meant to highlight and complement the information in the Project Handbook on 
needs assessments, situation analyses, stakeholder analyses and problem trees on pages 9-26. 
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available but if not should be undertaken an ideally geo-tagged such that data can be represented on 
a map.  

Assessment Methodologies 

Semi-structured interviews: Presented here more as a methodology and assessment principles.  Semi-
structured interviews use broad, open ended questions to create the space for interviewee individuals 
or groups to express, on their own terms the challenges, strengths, opportunities and concerns.   The 
advantage of semi-structured interview approaches is that they do not prescribe or pre-conceive 
notions (through the questions) about the information they are trying to address and that they allow 
for a conversation to flow freely, according to what is important to interviewees.  

Ranking and prioritization: A more confined methodological approach but one which brings into focus 
which issues are elevated in importance above others. 

Stakeholder Analysis46: A standard methodology for understanding different groups or individuals 
within the community and their respective levels of influence or importance. 

Problems and Solutions ‘tree’ analysis47: There are many ways to conduct a problems analysis, but 
the important principle is that immediate stability ‘problems’ are more often than not underscored 
by underlying ‘root causes’.  Conducting a problems analysis is one way to uncover this, and identify 
the chain of causation, linking problems to each other at different levels.  The solutions component 
converts problems into what might be done to solve them and constitutes an important action 
oriented part of the assessment by informing the design of programme activities.  

A sample of the kinds of questions that CS assessments could ask and the indicators providing a 
measure of the level of stability in a given area, are provided, as a guide, in Annex 2, and divided into 
the following CS sub-categories: Social and Civil Society; Service and Infrastructure; Peace and 
Security; Governance and Leadership; Economic. 

 

 
46 Refer also to pages 13-22 of the IOM Project Handbook for more information on stakeholder analyses. 
47 Refer also to pages 22-26 of the IOM Project Handbook for more information on problems and solutions 
analyses. 


